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OBITUARY
We deeply mourn the sad demise of Professor Mrinal Kanti
Bhadra, a Veteran Scholar ofPbilosophy and Existentialist thought
which occurred at Calcutta on June 8, 2002. He was 72. He was active
till the end. He was an honourable member of the Advisory Board of
this Journal. It was a great shock to learn that he would not be with
us. In fact, Professor Bhadra's passing away will cast deep shadows
for long on the intellectual life of west Bengal.
Born in 1929, Professor Bhadra had a distinguished academic
life. He obtained his Ph. D. Degree from Oklahama University working
on the Philosophy of J.P. Sartre. After serving in Bankura Christian
College and Bangabasi College, Calcutta he joined the Department
of Philosophy, Burdwan University and retired as Vivekananda
Professor of Philosophy. He was also honoured as National Professor
by the U.G.c.
Though a-.all-rnunder in Philosophy he was recognised as a
specialist in the Philosophy of Existentialism. 'A Critical Survey of
Phenomenology and Existentialism' and 'A Critical Study ofSartre's
Outology of Consciousness' were his two invaluable contributions.
He whole-heartedly desired that the writings of western and
continental philosophers should be translated into Bengali. He himself
translated Sartre's Being andNothingness and Nausea. He translated
The Flies, the play by Sartre. He translated some short stories written
by Sartre. Also he translated Kant's The Critique of Pure Reason.
As a person he was simple and unbelieveably great. He had
kindness of heart in all human and social affairs.
In his death, Bengal has lost one of its intellectual stalwarts, a
philosopher, a writer and a great champion of human values.
May his memories and work continue to inspire us m our

intellectual pursuits!
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7
THE LIFE - WORLD (LEBENSWEL1)

AND THE ETIlleS OF INDIAN DALITS
RAMKANT SINARI

The concept of 'Life-World' (Lebenswelt) was introduced into philosophy
by Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, in order to suggest that every
individual and every society can claim to have pre-predicative, pre-thematic, or pre
given experience as the foundation of the theoretical constructs, scientific models,
explanatory schemes that individual or society builds up. It is the Life-World we are
in touch with as we live in the world and react to situations offered to us by forces
about which we know very little. The whole edifice of science, Husserl thought, is
thus grounded in the Life-World of mankind, the impetus of whose mind is not only
to 'naturally' respond to the world but also to explain it, and to control it by inventing
technologies based on mankind's scientific knowledge (scientia). Thus the Life
World is the experiential, immediately and directly available to consciousness; it is
the lived world, it is the ultimate frame of reference for all theoretical schemes, it is
the world Husserl referred to in his Ideas I as the 'world of experience'

(Erfahrungwelt) and elsewhere as the 'home - world' (Heimwelt).
What will be demonstrated in this paper is that Dalits in India (literally, the
word 'Dalit' means the depressed) are a formidably large community whose-life,
since the Vedic time four thousand years ago, has been of servitude, exploitation,
squalor, illiteracy, poverty, hunger, landlessness, and consistently cruel oppression.
This has been Dalits' Life-World for centuries, and it is impossible to read what is
labelled as Dalit literature (it is in many senses the counterpart of Black literature in
America) without recognizing the fact that it is the mirror of a group mind, which,
instead ofmanifesting the signs of integration with its parental Hindu mind, nourishes
a hatred toward the Hindu mind and invites hatred from it in return. There appears

to be no ethical breakthroughin this situation of hatred. Mahatma Gandhi, who was 
always moved by the plight of Dalits, wooed them by calling them 'Harijans' (God's
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children) and in some quarters of Indian society they are still so called. The social
fact that Dalits were 'untouchables' in the eyes of the rest of the Hindu society was
one of the greatest eyesores to Gandhi.

It is well-known that in the Indian tradition, since the time of its oldest
composition, the R g Veda, the division of the Indian society into four classes
(Var r; as ) had been accepted: the brdhma '! as formed the highest social order - the

core class known to include intellectuals, priests,

r: shis .thinkers, law-givers.judges;

the var r; a called the kshatriyas, to whom belonged kings, warriors, fighters and
guardians of the state; the vais'yas , that is, the class which included merchants,
land-lords, moneylenders, industrialists; and the fourth class was called shiidras
whose main duty was to serve the three upper classes and remain humble and
submissive in their presence. No where is any vivid description of the shiidras '
rights mentioned. The line dividing the society into three upper classes on the one
side, and the class of shiidras . on the other side, has been so rigid in the history of
Indian society that most abominable punishments were reserved for those shiidras
who dared insult or humiliate any member ofthe upper classes, or occupied scats by
his side. What is interesting is that the social partition was given a religious sanction
by scriptures under the name of dharma (the code of ethico-religious imperatives of
the Vedic origin). The shudras, for instance, were not supposed to perform the thread
ceremony for their children, a ceremony for their children, a ceremony performed by
the members of the upper classes for the entry of their child into the fold of the
var r; a in which the child was born. Although there is no historical evidence for the

origin of var 11 as, i.e., how and for what purpose the ancient Aryan society introduced
the system of var Y} as, the system was a/ail accomplis in the Vedictimes, propagated
by the authors of various scriptures and celebrated by Manu in the Manu - Smr ti
(Law book of Manu), the compendium which belongs to the time between the second
and the first centuries B.C.
What one must not ignore is the fact that it is brdhmanas who have been
the authors of the Vedas, the Upanishads, the Smrtis , the SUtras, the Bhd s yas ,
and all other forms of ancient Sanskrit literature. The brdhma '! a was looked upon
as the embodiment of Brahman, of the knowledge ofthe transcendental reality, ofthe
knowledge of the spiritual foundation ofthe universe. As a Van: a or class, therefore,
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brahma IJ a perceived, understood and interpreted have called a certain 'prejudice,'
i.e., from the point of view that their power of wisdom and insight as regards the
social goals were never fallible. Being, again, the highest order in the society, they
were attentively listened to and their advice was heeded as an expression of
cocksureness. It is briihma IJa who defined dharma (called vamdshramadharma ].
The class which suffered most in the exercise of the prescription of dharma was of
shiidras , whose single duty according to Manu was to serve the other classes.
Manusmriti , composed by Manu, himselfa briihma IJa ,set brahmaIJas

on the highest pedestal. Manu said that brdhma IJas originated from the best limb of
the Cosmic Person ( Puru sa ) .. they were the preservers of the Vedas, and thus ought
to be regarded as almost gods ofcreation. Consequently, brdhma IJas were not to be
punished, or were to be punished leniently, if they happened to commit an offence.
Brdhmanas were to be excluded from punitive measures, such as, payment of a

fine, infliction of corporeal pain, banishment from the particular locality, etc. What
we call today as hermeneutical jurisprudence must have prevailed during these times
with the tribunal completely under the control ofthe briihma IJ a judges interpreting

dharmas (statutes) for different classes differently. Manu prescribed to brahma IJ as
the duties of 'studying and teaching, performing sacrifices, giving and receiving
gifts'; to kshatriyas the duty of protecting people, studying, doing sacrifices; to
vais'yas the duty of breeding cattle, farming the land, pursuing commerce, lending

money, etc. The state shudras must have been pathetic, since no duty was prescribed
to them that could be seen as their contribution to the well-being ofthe society - they
were supposed to be servile to the rest of the people. All the sociological evidence
that we have about the structure ofthe Aryan society shows that shiidras were not
taken in by it as a part of Aryan race - they were many a time regarded as non
Aryans.
Everything that we know about the Life-World of shiidras comes to us
from the writings of brdhma IJ as, and therefore there is every reason to suppose that
the latter's deseription ofthe shudras ' life in the Indian community is not as authentic
. as it should have teen. There were no shiidra writers ih Indian until the first halfof
the nineteenth century when Jyotiba Phule, periyar (his original name was E.V.

Ramaswamy Naicker) and Babasahab Ambedkar-, the highly educated statesman in
Philosophy a~d The Life-world 0 VoLS 0 2003
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British India and the unflinching angry champion of shudras 'economic and social
uplift, came on the scene. In absence ofthe reliable sociological and anthropological
data regarding the exact difference between the class of shiidras and the classes of
non-Aryans, aboriginals and tribals present in India when brdhma '.Jas, the most
intelligent Aryan class, composed the original scriptures, it would not be wrong to
believe that there must have been constant intcnninglings among these untouchables
or" chanddlas" (so called by brdhma YJas). These inter-minglings arc not different
from the ones we witness today in India under the label "Dalits". The portrayal
available to us of the condition of the untouchables or chanddlas is, as we have
already said, from the brdhman as ' perspective. This perspective would not reach
so far into the life-experience of the untouchables as to capture their inner psyche.
There must have been such a thing as the experience of being a shildra , an
untouchable, a chanddla , one whose sole role in the society was to serve the three
higher classes. It would be pertinent to read, for setting a comparison, what one of
the renowned African writers of our time says about the basic African experience,
which it would be impossible for the Africans' white masters to intuit. Kwarne Anthony
Appiah, the African miter, says:

3

I'm an Tho writer, because this is my basic culture: Nigerian. African and a writer
.... no, black first, then a writer. Each of these identities does call for a certain
kind of commitment on my part. I must see what it is to be black - and this means
being sufficientlyintelligent to know how the world is moving and how the black
people fare in the world. This is what means to be black. Or an African - the same
: what does African mean

to

the world? When you see an African what does it

mean to a white man?
Consistent with Appiah 's insight into 'what it would be like to be a black,'
the Dalit writers have always hinted at the impossibility of a non-Dalit to feel what
it would be like to be and untouchable, a shiidra , in a society dominated by the
upper classes.
One of the curious happenings in the early history of the Indian society is
that from var '?as emerged clans, largely united by profession, many a time by inter
marriage, and still many a time by the geographical regions they occupied. These
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clans were castes. Whatever may be the raison d'etre of these castes, there is no
doubt that they gradually proliferated into a considerably large number and blended
with the main var'!a stream of sh'iidras. Although in ordinary parlance the tenn
caste is used even for the three upper var'!as - brdhmanas , kshatriyas and vais'yas
yet as a label it stands for the multiple groups into which shiidras were divided over
centuries.
A highly integralist hypothesis stating that the original Aryan race was one
united class, everyone being a priest or a soldier, a tradesman,or a tiller ofthe soil,
is put forth by Radhakrishnan." Radhakrishnan argues that it is a matter ofcomplexity
of the social life following the Aryans' conquest of the aboriginals in India that the
conquerors looked upon the conquered as slaves (dasyus), the fourth class. There is
also the possible conjecture, Radhakrishnan remarks, that Aryans, before they entered
India, perhaps had among them the class of the downtrodden, the shiidras, No
single hypothesis concerning the origin of the caste notion appears to be conclusive.
No work, sacred, celebrated and holy, gave such a great ethico-religious
status to the caste system as the Bhagavadgltii (3rd century B.C.). The

BhagavadgttG 5 speaks of the divine origin of the theory of duties of four varnas,
emphasizing the fact that God, who has a total perception of society and its
preservation, ordained the division of society into castes, each caste having its own
inviolable obligations. Soon castes became a mark of one's birth and also of one's
station in life.
Ambedkar (1891-1956), born into the caste of mahdrs, dedicated himself
to the emancipation of the shildras from the condition of slavery. He, along with
Pilule and Periyar, thought that shu dras were immersed in slavery from the inception
ofthe Hindu society. Tt is with the rise ofAmbedkar as the patriarch ofthe untouchables
in the rv....entieth century that the shiidra awareness that ac; a class they were as

distinct economically and culturally, though not ethnically as a non - Aryan and non
Hindu community augmented to its maximum limit. Arnbedkar was not an ordinal)'
leader of Dalirs Before he stepped into the movement of reforming his fellowmen, he
had returned to India with the degrees of M.A. and Ph. D. from Columbia University,
a DSc. from London University, and passed the bar from Grey's Inn in London and
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become a barrister-at-law. Everything that he said and wrote would capture the
attention ofthe most prominent leaders ofthe Indian society of his time. It had a tone
and nuances much distinct from the tone and nuances ofMahatrna Gandhi's utterances
concerning the duties of Indians and concerning the legislative changes of the Indian
government for the improvement of the shiidras 'condition. Ambedkars works on
the Dalit Life-World - The Caste in India, Who Were Shudras?, The Untouchables

- Who Were They? Annihilation oj Caste, The Freedom ojthe Untouchables and
Gandhi. etc. - had a tremendous impact on politicians' and reformers' mind in India.
These works are not only some of the best analyses of the Dalit community and of
the Dalit consciousness but also rip open what their author called the 'hypocrisy' of
the Hindu leaders' pretended concern for the wefare of the untouchables. Ambedkar
had something vituperative to write against what he thought was Gandhi's adherence
to the tenets of Hinduism stated by the shdstras , the source-books of Hinduism.
Ambedkar writes :6
All that Gandhism has done is to find a philosophic justification for Hinduism
and its dogmas. Hinduism is bald in the sense that it is just a set of rules which
bear on their face the appearance of a crude and cruel system. Gandhism supplies
the philosophy which smoothens its surface and gives it the appearance of decency
and respectability and so alters it and embellishes it as to make it even attractive.

Indeed, Gandhi and Gandhians were quick to argue that what Ambedkar
was talking about was the early adherence of Gandhism to Hindu dharma and that
Gandhism later on had come to see the necessity of re-defining this dharma in
recognition of the misery of the untouchables. Ambedkar reacted to this agressively
thus :7

There is new Gandhism, Gandhism without caste. This has reference to the recent
statement of Mr. Gandhi that caste is an anachronism. Reformers were gladdened
by this declaration of Mr. Gandhi. And who would not be glad to see that a man
like Gandhi having such terrible influence over the Hindus, after having played
the most mischievous part of a social reactionary, after having stood out as the
protagonist ofthe caste system, after having beguiled and befooled the unthinking
Hindus with arguments which made no distincion between what is fair and foul
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should have come out with this recantation? .,. (But) does it change the nature of
Gandhism? ... Those who are carried away by this recantation of Mr. Gandhi,
forget two things. In the first place, all that Mr. Gandhi has said is that caste is an
anachronism. He does not say it is an evil. He does not say it is anathema .., Mr.

Gandhi docsnot say 013t he is againstthe var '! 0 system. And what is Mr. Gandhi's
varna

system? It is simply a new name for the caste system and retains all the

worst features of the caste system.
The main strength of Ambedkars reasoning on the miserable condition of shiidras
must be attributed to the fact that as a child in the mahiir family he had had a Life
World which he hadfelr directly. He was the fourteenth child of his parents and had
grown up in a village where the status of his family and society could not bear any
recognition from any peers. His faith in parliamentary democracy, like that of the
American Black leader, Martin Luther King, was absolute. The peculiar Life-World
that had bound him to his depressed inmates would not enable him to respect the
view the non- shiidra leaders ofthe Indian society had about the fate ofthe depressed.
The peculiar characteristic of the Life-World of an individual or of a community is
that it is, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty points out, the 'pre-objective world' and bestows
on the objective world affective and interest-dominated meanings. The affective and
interest-dominated meanings are responsible for the dynamics which one's reflection
on and verbalization of the objective world, i.e., the world there for everybody to
read, incorporate. As it was already shown, the notion of Life-World refers to one's
commonsense, everyday life, directly and immediately encountered by one; what one
.

\

is familiar with by one's natural operation in the mundane world, what is intertwined
with one's beliefs and interestsand feelings; what one discovers in one's pre-scientific
and pre-theoretical dialogue with the plysical and human culture one is thrown into .
. Arnbedkar and hundreds ofthousands ofthe members ofhis caste and other
castes (the governmental name for all these castes of the untouchables has been
'Scheduled Castes') shared a Life-World which non- shiidra observers could look
at on I)' from a distance. Thus, in his time Ambcdkar was the only erudite and
westernized Dalit who could know what it was like to be a Dalit, a shiidra, an,
untouchable.

Pilill1soJlily m~d Tile Life-world 0 "ilLS 0 2003
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The indignation that Ambedkar developed towardthe entire Hindu community
and its Hindu religion or dharma had to end up with his renunciation of the very
religion he was born into and with his decision to embrace Buddhism. In Mukti kon

pathe? he had asked:"
Why should you remain in a religion that does not let you get water to drink?
Why shouldyou remain in a religion that does not let youbecomeeducated? Why.
should you remain in a religion that bars you from good jobs? Why should you
remain in a religion that dishonours you at every step?
There has not been in the whole history of Hindu culture an event so tremor-like as
one which Ambedkar produced when in 1956 he formally announced his entry into
Buddhism. And over the next few years he was followed by over four million members
of the scheduled castes who formally accepted Buddhism as their faith. Ambedkar
had visited several Buddhist countries and observed the social structure there before
he embarked upon this decision. What he found extremely striking about the Buddhist
states is their egalitarian functioning in all important domains of social life. He was
full of praise for this functioning and wrote profusedly about it. This was the point
when because of his impetus the Republican Party was born and the Dalit Panther
Movement, similar to the American Black Panther Movement, came into existence.
To Ambedkar's perception, the community identified now (with the mass
conversion ofthe untouchables into Buddhists) as Nav~-Buddha (New Buddhists) is
a conglomerate of a large number of tribes, aboriginals, castes, all of which groups
are covered by the title "Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes." There is something
unique about the social condition of these people which is comparable to primarily
the life of the black in Africa. Viredu, in his scholarly study? of African culture,
points out that the unique practices, assumptions, beliefs, and aspirations present in
the life of Africans have constituted some sort of raw material for the sociological
study in the West. These practices, beliefs, assumptions, and aspirations might in
their archaic state seem to be the primitive religion and mythology of Africa. But
there is no doubt that even if they are taken as the religious-mythological sediments
ofAfricans, as the primordial, hre given constituents oftheir Life-World, they mirror
the direct experiences ofthe entire black community of a Continent Who for a long
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timewere supposed to havetheoretical paradigmoftheirown. Thewhole oraltradition
of the African people reflects their Life-World, however out-of-the-way the concepts
and beliefs in this tradition may appear to a Western observer, Onehas to grant that
the Life-World of the African people, like the Life-World of the Nava-Buddha in
India, manifeststheir casteist, tribal, aboriginalmythologies, subterranean layers of
their feeling of nature, destinyandGod,andtheir most spontaneous psycho-physical
habits.
Dialogues with spirits, i.e., those invisible agencies which are supposed to
determine the good and the evil in human life, are central to the day-to-day behavior
of Africans, just as they are central to the rural life of Indian tribes. There are un
sophisticated ways by which certain chosen members of these African and Indian
folks are able to enter into a communion with these spirits. Everysingle item which
these fewmembers wear ontheirbodies whileperforming sacrifice or while appealing
to gods and goddesses can be a subjectfor interpretation - it conceals meanings of
. which the performers may not be aware but which may form the subject of
hermeneutics. Unusually intricateand winding rituals that may seem to be unlikely
to produce any results constitutean essentialpart of the religion culturalLife-World
of these folks.
There are two kinds of investigation (both of thememinently hermeneutical)
a reflective thinker or a theoretician will have to conduct in order to understand a
totally alien culture: one must try to bring forth the meanings of the beliefs, rituals,
myths, symbols, images, and constructs lying concealed in that culture or in the
behaviorof the people who belong to it; and onemust see howall thesewere usedby
thesepeopleto meetthe problems oftheir everyday life.These investigations happen
to objectifythe Life-World of the people of the alienculture. Such an objectification
occured when the non- shiidra observers studied the Life-World of the shiidras,
who by their very life-stylewere alien to them, and the white writers analysed the
Life-World of the black, whosefeeling of "being black" the whitewriters could not
get into. A hermeneutical study of any cultural group would consist of a
phenomenological search directed toward the subterranean, the pre-reflective, and
the pre-linguisticexperience-tiers that group has accummulated in the course of its
being in and with the world and with its social culture. A hermeneutic study ofthe
Philosoph"r!!!l!l The Life-world o VoL5 Cl 2003
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Life-World of the African or Indian folks has to construct, deconstruct, and again
construct what is uttered by their spokesmen. The oral tradition ofAfrica reflects the
African experiences ofliving in the world socially and technologically shaped by the
white, just as the similar tradition of the Indian folks can be seen to manifest their
elan to live in the face of unfavorable circumstances the world might produce for
them. However, Ambedkar and the Dalit writers (some contemporary ones among
whom will be referred to later) and the black writers, like Appiah, Paulin Hountondji,
Martin Luther King, Kwasi Wiredu, lived the situation of the untouchables and the
whites' gaze-at-the-black respectively in which they were born and grew up. Therefore
the urge with which they describe, without any theorization about it, how they lived
has something first-hand, subjective, authentic, inwardly felt, behind it.
Kwasi Wiredu, the author of the highly insightful paper entitled "How Not
To Compare African Thought With Western Thought"!" says very aptly that if we
wish to look for the spirit of African literature we must not approach it from the
critical vantage-point having its roots in the European culture, that is, the culture
which enslaved Africans. We could remark, by adopting the same wave-length, that
if we wish to look for an authencic narration of the Life-World of Dalits we must not
approach it from the vantage-point of the non-Dalit writers, that is, the writers from
the community which has enslaved Dalits from the dawn ofIndia's history and has
been responsible for their condition of deprivation of basic human rights and for
their suffering. Wiredu aims at a certain kind of African-Universal, or Ghanaian
Global synthesis of understanding in which what he would be doing as an African is
an interpretive study of the cultural space in which his people live, and simultaneously
would try to locate this study of his in the domain of more expansive universal or
universalist philosophy. This task, which he surely realized as any phenomenologist
hermeneutician would realize, is difficult since the typical African facts of life may
be so deeply interred in the African soil and African ethos that the moment one
begins to translate them into a universal theoretical idiom their pre-thematic meanings
would be obviously distorted. Widely read Marathi works of contemporary Dalit

writers," such as Daya Pawar, Laxman Mane, Raja Dhale, Sada Karhade, have one
thing in cornmon: they share the same Life-World, the same Marathi language in
which they have portrayed this Life-World and which is not as refined and elegant as
the language of brahmana writers. The condition ofmisery and social marginalization
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they-have portrayed in their writings has been their day-to-dayexpcrience, and there
is at times an overt and at times a hidden spite in their writings directed toward the
non-Dalits and particularly toward briihmanas ,
As a matter offact, it has been repeatedly said by Dalit writers that it is only
they who can understand the inner selfofthe Dalit community and that it is only they
who can transmit the real condition ofthat connnunity. Dalits have extensively written
in Marathi and been bold to violate the norms of the so-called decency and aesthetic
quality in that language : they have used occasionally foul. expression to condemn

ro/as

(kings), vassals. Since
Ambedkar's time Dalits' writings have emerged from their life-experience'? which

those in power - landlords, non-Dalit bureaucrats,

they have felt and appropriated and this fact explains why they have taken
extraordinary liberty with the idiom.
The peculiar nature ofthe "lived time" has been recently recognized as giving
rise to a form of language to which the set rules of language are not applicable. The
notion oflived time is so finely blended with the individual psyche, with the subjectivity
of the individual, that any attempt toward its objectification is bound to elicit an
impersonal, measurable, and empirically analysable temporality. The situation of
servitude, socially sanctioned exploitation, powerlessness, violence, and the rejection
from the Hindu social ethos to which Dalits have been exposed would remind one of
the lived time ofwomen through history. As Simone de Beauvior, the famous French
existentialist feminist pointed out, the lack of freedom which women allover the
world experience is uniquely felt by them and not so much felt by men. ''What sort of
transcendence could a women shut up in a harem achieve"," she asked, surely with a!
view to emphasizing that the authenticity with which the female Life-World is
experienced by a woman is not accessible to a man. I 3 Actually the cultural imperialism
of the male which feminists talk about is connected with the women's lived time:
women's lived time is merely objectified by male writers, just as the non-Dalit writers'
portrayal of the Dalits' life-experience could not transmit the intentionality of the
Dalit writers' portrayal of their own community's life-experience. The spirit of the
lived time entails the fact that an individual's psycho-physical being is so deeply
colored by it that it endows upon that individual an identity ir-replaceable by an
factor outside his or her being.
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The lived time and the lived space form the integral structure ofourexperience
in the world." Just as 'before,' 'now' and 'after' constitute the parameters within
which our subjectivity moves, here, there, above, below, far, near, etc., are the spatial
references which make sense when taken in relation to the point one occupies. Time
and space, when regarded objectively, as they are regarded in science, do not
legitimately allow designations such as the past, the present, the future, and far, near,
above, under, etc., respectively. Indian Dalits' Life-World has always been from the
beginning of the history of Hindus, interwoven with their village habitat where the
scarcity of drinking water, the ruthless authority of landlords, the illiteracy, absence
of medical facilities, and exploitation have been a day in and day out scene. It is a
Life-World in which Dalits' lived time and lived space are seen to be united with the
self or each one of the individual Dalits, and his or her existence is ontologically
bound by them. This does not happen when non-Dalits, however sympathetic their
views may be towards the condition of misery in which Dalits live, describe the Dalit
condition. The time-space horizons of Dalits have developed an idiom which is not
therefore governed by the rules ofartfulness, decorum, standardized style of Marathi
language, or by a culture whose history is largely dominated by the brdhma "!as in
authority. There was a time when Dalits' works, like the black literary works in the
West, could not find publishers. The culture of literature, in print largely, was so set
and rigid that it was difficult to Dalit writers like Daya Pawar, Laxman Mane, Raja
Dhale, Keshav Vishram, and others to penetrate through it and persuade publishers
to bring out their prose or poetry.
We have to speak of the history of the Life-World of Dalits in india. It is a
history which no individual Dalit could escape, since the whole process of his or her
acculturalization, in which his or her outlook and language feature prominently, was
shaped by it.
What Gadamer very suggestively calls "effective historical consciousness?"
accounts for the way in which the past history of Dalits influenced every individual
Dalit, whether he was aware of it or not. It is this history. to use Gadamer 's insights,
that generated in the Dalit consciousness certain prejudices (the word "prejudices" is
to be taken in a neutral sense, according to Gadamer) that would determine the
meaning-seeing activity of that consciousness. The Dalit Life-World could move
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only within certain horizons which are definitely open, but not so open that the Dalit
Weltanschauung could totally free itself from these horizons. What Gadarner says
about the understanding and the interpretation ofa text is relevant to the understanding
and interpretation ofthe situation oflife one falls into. In the case ofboth, the horizons
impose a limit to the very acts ofunderstanding and interpretation. The Dalits' Life
World is confined to the specific horizons. For understanding and interpreting their
place in the Hindu community, i.e., in the history of this community, the Dalits have
developed certain prejudices which it would be impossible for them to transcend.
Gadamer, following Heidegger, has pointed out that in our pre-thematic
"worlding of the world," reality, language, understanding and history go together.
None ofthese can be separated from the fest. The Dalit consciousness must be taken
as synthesizing all these four elements. The horizons of Dalits' language and
understanding are governed by the reality and the history which have totally
overshadowed them. There is thus a complete fusion of Dalits' reality, their
understanding the meaning ofthis reality, and their language. However, to any outsider
observing the life-experience of Dalits this fusion is to be objectively analysed and
not taken as something in toto. The reason for this difference in the outlooks is that
while Dalits' understanding of their own history, i.e., the history of their misery,
servitude, and helplessness, and their understanding of the reality of their situation
emerge from the point of view oftheir total subjectivity and from their lived time and
lived space, the understanding which the upper caste viewers (however seemingly
sympathetic these viewers may be) oftheir fate could claim is from a position "outside"

the Dalit historicity and the Dalit reality. There have been umpteen socio-political
reformers in Maharashtra and other states ofIndia who wrote extensively, denouncing
the treatment met by Dalits from the hands of briihma nas and other privileged
classes. But, to use the Gadamerian paradigm again, none of the denouncing works
they printed could have horizons overlapping the horizons in the language of Da1it
writers, particularly in the language of their first and finest leaders: first, the 19th
century Marathi reformer and rebel writer, Mahatma Jyotiba Phule, second, the highly
intellectual statesman and revolutionary, Dr. Babasahed Ambedkar, and third, Periyar.
Periyar, unlike Phule and Arnbedkar, had travelled allover India in the guise of a
religious mendicant, witnessed the exploitation ofthe Dalit masses by

brahma lJ as,

and declared that casteism and briihmanism are one and the same thing. Periyar
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condemned brdhma nas for introducing in India asocial system divided into Aryans
and non-Aryans (the latter term, he said, comprehends Shiidras and Dravidians).
Periyar, like Phule and Ambedkar, stood for a cultural revolution that could establish
a just Indian society, although nothing much is mentioned about his involvement in
essentially an ethical fight against the injustice meted out by Shiidras at all levels in
the Indian social life.
Mulk Raj Anand, one of the well-known Indian novelists of our time, puts
the following pithy utterance of self-condemnation in the mouth of the main Dalit
character, Bakha, in his novel Untouchables. When Bakha's father Lakha tries to
make his son aware ofthe social reality of his time, Bakha says

:16

But they think we are mere dirt, because we clean their dirt.
And Mulk Raj Anand adds

:17

He (Lakha) never throughout his narrative renounced his deep-rooted sense of
inferiority and the docile acceptanceof the law of fate.
The belief in the law offate (or, what the Hindu tradition named as the law
of karma) was deeply ingrained in the Dalit consciousness. Phule, Ambedkar and
Periyar had to fight against this beliefand impress upon the Dalit psyche that it is by
action that they could bring about a change in the entire social structure in India.
Ambedkar was a scientific rationalist, totally committed to parliamentary democracy
and, as a wizard of the British law and as one absolutely dedicated to the political
and social liberation, shunned fatalism The principal task before Phule and Ambedkar
was to educate Dalits to be individuals of self-respect, independence and self
realization. Phule'" trusted that in modem India there would be the dawn of a 'new
age for the common man,' for the downtrodden, for the underdog. He was remarkably
convinced that such an age would bring about to everyone dignity, human rights, and
would spread the culture of religious tolerance. Indeed, Phule's attack on

brdhma nism which, according to him, was mainly responsible for the suffering of
the untouchables, was verbal. Behind this attack there was the pathos of his and his
inmates of being born as shiidras , What cannot be connived at is the phenomenon
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that shiidras ' indignation toward their condition could not make them angry and
make them rebel against the agencies responsible for their condition but invariably
made them allude to their "daiva ,. or "prarabdha " as something which they had
no guts to question. Ambedkar, himself an extraordinarily suave and democratic
fighter, could not jump into Marxist ideology, but instead sought solace in Buddhism.
Indeed, he was not prepared to follow Buddhism as the traditional adherents to it
followed it. One would wonder why Ambedkar could not succumb to communism or
socialism and seek an economic solution to the suffering ofthe millions who followed
him. When he made up his mind to embrace Buddhism by abandoning Hinduism, he
was true to his original dictum "I shall not die a Hindu." He advised his followers not
to workship Hindu deities, and to be dependent on solely themselves. The mental
stress which Ambedkar washaving atthis stage could be gauged by the representatives
of several other religions in India - particularly of Islam, Christianity and Sikhism 
why were ever ready to receive him into their own fold. But his faith in the Buddhist

dhamma was unfaltering.
Ambedkar was not a philosopher. But as an activist his single vision was to
create a society in India in which freedom from social and econirnic injustice was the
ethics for all times. As one who got the inspiration for his total cultural revolution
from Phule, he was convinced that Indian society cannot continue to exist unless it
got rid of the caste system, which for him was the greatest evil that threatened the
very foundation of India as a nation. The transformation of the Dalit mind, its
awakening and education, its preparedness for the confrontation with the bitter reality
of the brdhmanas ' chronic hatred toward the shiidra community, were the
preoccupation of several brdhmana reformers of his time. Vishnushastri
Chiplunkar, Gopal Agarkar, Krishnaji Keshav Damle, Hari Narayan Apte and
Shivram Mahadev Paranjape were busy doing radical work, through their writings
and speeches, to change the brdhman as ' outlook toward the downtrodden - Dalits
and women. Although they wrote and spoke in Marathi, their word could reach the
whole of the Indian populace. Dalits and women (the latter were described by some
of them as "the poor dumb animals") became aware by their elecrifying writings on
the atrocities committed against them by the orthodox brdhmanas .
The most admirable feature of Ambedkar's style ofthinking was that he had
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a consistently strong commitment to fundamental ethical values and principles, such
as freedom, justice, equality, and compassion for the underdog. These values and
principles which provided planks to his socio-politico-cultural reforms had been
digested by him while he lived and studied in England. No force in British India and
no amount ofeconomic and social sufferinghe witnessed amonghis Dalit fellowmen
could push him close to the Marxist ideology. What he was convinced of was a
peaceful revolutionamongthe untouchables. His interpretationofthe Buddhist ethics,
which was for him the ethics for the world, is worth to be lookedinto.
Perhaps the most incisive ethico-religious book Ambedkar began to write
but could not finish before he died is Buddha and His Dhamma. The book was
posthumously published in 1957. In this book Ambedkar restructures some of the
key concepts in Buddhism: the central soteriological term nirvdna , and the terms
prajnd (transcendental knowledge), karuna (compassion), and Bodhisattva.
Ambedkarrepudiatedthe Buddhisticethicsofthe withdrawal fromthe worldly affairs
and release from samsiira (the worldlysituation). For Ambedkar,the soteriological
idealwhich Buddhismconsistently emphasizedmust be taken as a socialand political
ideal, i.e., the ideal of salvation which is to be gained as a result ofthe fulfilment of
the values of socialjustice and social equality and not as a result of the ascetic way
oflife for the attainmentofenlightenment. Ambedkar was a rationalistand could not
move away from the material values dominatedby equality, fraternity and liberty. he
therefore defined Prafno and karunii as the habit to adhere to rational thinking
and to love one's fellowmen with the intent to emancipate them from the tantacles of
the casteridden society respectively. He could not, because of his down-to-earth
collectiveinterests, laud the Bhikshu way ofself-denial but lookedupon thin way as
a means which the reformers ofthe societyshould adopt for achieving its betterment.
The traditional version of salvation (nirvo 'Ja ) as the extinction of one's urge to live
could not arouse his sympathy.

In one of the hermeneutically significant pictures ofAmbedkardisplayedby
Dalits in their homesand workplaces, he is shown as wearing a flashy blue business
suit, heavy-rimmed glasses covering his eyes, and holding a large book in his hand.
This picture is in contrast withthe picture ofBuddha, sitting crosslegged.journeying
across deepmeditation underthe bodhi tree, and experiencing enlightenment. Tartakov
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interprets the contrast between two pictures as suggesting that the transcendental
flight of the Buddha did not impress Ambedkar at all. On the other hand, what he
wanted to assert was the material value, i.e., the improvement of people's state of
living in the world; the book he has held symbolizes not only the need for

edu~tion

but also the Constitution of India which he framed and which hadthe foundation of
the values of egalitarianism, democratic freedom and social justice. As regards the
highest ideal ofBodhisattva, Ambedkar defined it as the most enlightened one whose
attainment subordinates one's own personal liberation to the quest for democratic
freedom for the realization ofhuman rights and justice for the oppressed community.
A Bodhisattva has to fight against the condition ofinjustice and against the violation
of human rights.
Tunes have changed ci.nd with the change oftimes the Dalit Life-World has
undergone drastic transfonnation. Since the independence of India five decades ago,
the implementation of the major laws in the constitution of India, which Ambedkar
authored with extraordinary insights, has changed the face of Dalit community all
over India. Although the community still remains poor, illiterate, and oppressed in

rural India, the degree of injustice that had once upon a time been legitimised and
accepted by the society as the state of affairs fitting into the Indian tradition is far
less today. There is a very visible awakening on the part of brdhmanas and
bureaucrats in every organ of the society that Dalits and women are in no way
inequal to the members ofthe rest of the society and that for the total development of
the Indian nation, and for what Sartre calls the "integral humanity", concrete freedom
ofevery individual, i.e., the value which is basic to the existence and self-promotion
ofevery individual, is a prerequisite. And yet the fact does remain that there is still a
casteist and sectarian attituade among a large number ofmembers ofthe chauvinist
groups who arouse disgust in those who clamour for egalitarianism. There are
incidents, however sporadic they may be in their appearance, which warrant on the
part of the reflective observers a doubt regarding whether by mere legislation and
ethical education the integration of the Indian community would take place. The
Tunes of India" recently flashed the following news :
A judicial officer belonging to a scheduled caste has knocked at the supreme
court's door for justice. He is aggrievedby the Uttar Pradesh government's order
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for compulsorily retiring him on a spate of charges pressed in the aftermath of a
bizarre incident in which the entire courtroomand its furniture he once used were
reportedly washed with' Ga t:tga jal' by his so-called upper caste successor....
Newspaper reports.... said that (the upper caste successor) had got the entire
chamber and its furniture washed with : Ganga jar because it was previously
occupied by a judicial officer belonging to a scheduled caste.

This paper was presented and discussed at the Afro-Asian Philosophy Association
Conference in New Delhi some time ago.
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PHILOSOPIDCAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION
AND DEMOCRACY

KANCHAN MAHADEVAN

" ...One cannot conceive ofobjectivitywithout subjectivity. Neither can exist
without the other, nor can they be dichotomized."
-Freire, 1971,27.
The National Policy on Education wishes to infuse students with a sense of
values, in the light of its, " ...growing concern over the erosion of essential values
and an increasing cynicism in society has brought into focus the need for
readjustments in the curriculum in order to make education a forceful tool for the

,

cultivation ofsocial and moral values (1986,21)." Interestingly alongside its concern
for value-orientation, the Policy is also committedto a value-neutral notion ofscience
and technology whose growth it wishes to expand as well (16-17). The proposal for
value-education comes at the time ofa crisis in education spiraled offby an increasing
emphasis on objective facts, whose selection is often arbitrary and relevance
ambiguous. Such a situation cannot be resolved by quick bandage solutions of
transmitting more information, but this time on "universal and eternal values ...based
on our heritage, national goals and universal perceptions"(21) ! The loss of values
reflects a larger problem of the weakening of democracy where education with its
stress on information promotes elitismthrough specialists!, and subservience through
the teacher's inert deposition ofinfonnation in the student. In India, traditional models
of education based on personal development and wisdom have been replaced by
specialization oriented towards an employment market, despite which there are
increasing numbers of educated unemployed persons and impoverished illiterate
persons. This problem will only aggravate by selectively delinking degrees from
jobs as the Policy proposes (16), as the latter would only escalate the "practical"

mind-set.' The deterioration of reflection emanates from the secondary status
accorded to the humanities, which problematize human experience rather than
objective facts. Although the Policy is not oblivious to the existence of humanities, it
does not utilize them for analyzing or resolving the problems facing education. This
paper wishes to explore the challenges facing the educational system consisting of
specialists, their relation to the larger public and the spirit of democracy. In this
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endeavour, it engages in a philosophical investigation of objective facts and their
relation to society, while examining the Platonic question of whether values can be
taught. The Policy docwnent would quite confidently answer this question in the
affirmative, as the teaching of virtue is seen as an integral aspect of education. But
this self assurance has a hollow ring in virtue of its connection with the view that
education is the transmission of knowledge.' The paper has chosen three thinkers
who have critiqued the information paradigm as reference points, namely, Michel
Foucault, Paulo Freire and Jurgen Habermas.
The first part of the paper spells out the logic and the problems of value
neutral instruction, the thrust of the current educational system and evaluates
Foucault's attempt to resolve it in an aesthetic way. It proceeds to explore the model
of conscientizationpropounded by Freire, and finally interrogatesHabermas's linguistic
contribution. Each section is an on-going search for an alternative to the information
paradigm, to connect education with democratic aspirations such as freedom and
equality .

I

Foucault's Aesthetic Refusal of the Banking Approach
The standard understanding of the pedagogical relation between teacher
and student is one of an all-knowing subject and an ignorant object. The former
stores information about an inert, compartmentalized and predictable world in the
recipient or student, who memorizes the contents by mentally recording them. Freire
terms this one way relationship as the banking paradigm (1972, 45-54). The teacher
alone is the subject who begins at the cognitive level at the laboratory or library and
narrates this knowledge to the students in the classroom. Nwnerous insulated fields
ofspecialization at schools and universities in recent times have especially dramatized
such a unilateral approach to education.
The obvious problems with this model are those of authoritarianism and
alienation. If the teacher alone is an active epistemological agent, the knowledge
transmitted to students has no transforming effect on them and thereby alienates
them. Moreover, the teacher is also alienated since she or he does not reflect on the
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implications of selecting specific items of knowledge. The teacher's indifference to
or partisanship.with the knowledge handed over emerges from assuming the burden
of being a guardian ofeternal truth . Thus, a situation ofwholesale reification persists.
The pedagogical predicament is not permanent, since the educational system
has historically evolved and changed through its links with other social structures.
The traditional model of education in Europe and India was directed towards
individuals acquiring wisdom for self-development. Philosophy, which was not
separated from sciences and humanities, had the privileged task of imparting eternal
knowledge. With the advent of the modem era in Europe, the ties between industry,
politics and education displaced the traditional pedagogical model. The university
subsequently became a site for specialists who transmitted market related skills. In
the nineteenth century, specialists in India became prominent when the British colonial
power introduced education in bureaucratic skills for reducingadministrative expenses
a pattern which persists in the current trend of brain-drain. As Foucault perceptively
observes, the specialized teacher who has information at his or her disposal has
replaced the universal intellectual (l980a, 128-30). The former serves the powers
of the state and economy by articulating, hierarchizing and circulating selective
knowledge, and thus has power to benefit life or destroy it. This makes the
contemporary teacher, a "strategist of life and death", rather than a "rhapsodist of
the eternal"( 129, 128-30), unlike the universal intellectual. Nostalgia for the universal
intellectual who is the sovereign guardian of eternal truth cannot as Foucault has
argued resolve the crisis in education (130), since current historical practices playa
role in the crisis. Metaphysical points of reference to eternal truths cannot effectively
arbitrate the conflicts between specialized skills and loss of values prevailing in the
current curriculum. Nor can they question the confinement of the benefits of
specialization to elites, both urban and rural. The figure of the universal intellectual
only reinforces the quandaries offoundationalism, since the authority of the teacher
and the information cannot be effectively justified. The universal intellectual also
debilitates the much-needed critical thinking in the present educational system.
Foucault mounts a powerful challenge to the banking approach by linking
knowledge with power. According to him knowledge is not a value-neutral siven1
but is instead a construct, an effect of power and so is the subject who pursues it.
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Foucault critiques both knowledge

and subjectivity taking

into account the role

of

historical, institutional and political forces in their constitution. This critique can help
one comprehend the educational institution with its proliferation of information and
subjectivity as a site where power sets into motion a play of forces. Foucault's
perceptions in this regard could also help acknowledgethat the canon is not inviolable,
but a product ofnumerous historical political forces and can therefore be reformulated
(Giroux, 691).
Foucault understands the term subject in two ways : in the sense of being
subject to another's control and in the sense ofbeing bound to one's own conscience.
In both senses there is a power that produces subjects (1982, 212). The standard
perspective on power sees it negatively, as a form of control that executes the
intentionsofa pre-given subject. Foucault rejects this approach because it is premised
upon a central sovereign subject ofthought which is outside of history (1982, 219).
His own nonmetaphysical approach externalizes power by jettisoning the subject as
a corporeal network of practices and relations (Megill, 249). Power is the operation
ofpolitical technology throughout the social body (Foucault, 1982, 185). The notion
ofpolitical technology is a continuous ordering ofefficient calculation, formalization,
organization, regimentation, surveillance, all ofwhich, produce hierarchical relations
(1979, 184). Institutions and knowledge cannot be reduced to power, yet they are
intelligible only to the extent of being interlocked with it. Power with its complex,
polymorphous character is productive, in that it effects relationships, such as the
subject/object or teacher I student, through its localization in institutions and
knowledge. Thus, on the Foucauldian view, human subjects are not points of
application of power but are products of power, which in turn they circulate (1977,
130). As Foucault puts it, "... the subject is stripped of its creative role and analysed

as a complex and variable function ofdiscourse" (138). 4 Power is the general matrix
of force relations at any given time, in any given society (1982,186). Moreover,
productive power is not unidirectional in the sense of operating from top to bottom,
as domination operates. Rather it is multidirectional where the lower rungs of the
hierarchy can also influence it. As Foucault puts it, power is not "a group ofinstitutions
. ... a mode of subjugation ... a general system of domination exerted by one group
over another", rather it is a "...multiplicity of force relations ..." (1980c, 93). Those
who exercise power and those who are subjugated to it are both actively caught up
in it (1977, 156).
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Foucault delivers the subject and knowledge from atomicity and eternity to
an engagement with the world. In this context, the educational system can be
understood as a field of power wherein the teacher, student and the knowledge they
study are constructed through a network ofrelations, though not in a uniform fashion.
The teacher is produced along active lines as a cognitive subject, while the student
is constructed as a docile body that receives knowledge. The teacher also receives
information that is circulated as knowledge from institutions of research, which in

tum are located within numerous political domains and so forth. The calculating
knower and the passive recipient are poles ofbio-power enclosed in a space governed
by the logic ofefficiency. Knowledge is thus, thoroughly corrupted by power. As an
- object of consumption and diffusion, it is an ongoing struggle between hegemonic
forces espousing information and the forces that resist the same. Indeed, Foucault
connects the various academic disciplines that search for statistical data of the
human species and population with modem administrative politics (1980c, 25., 13-41;
1980b). He observes that the eighteenth century European administration utilized
management procedures and analytical discourses to promote life and growth. Thus,
population with its quantifiable features like birth / death rates, frequencies ofhealth
and illness, patterns of eating etc., replaced people as political problem and an
academic discipline. But this type ofquantifiable knowledge also finds resistance in
the creative disciplines.
Since power plays a crucial role in all dimensions of life, Foucault argues
that one cannot oppose the hegemony ofquantitative informative sciences by bringing
in normative ideals like freedom and equality, since the latter are not devoid of
power relations. Foucault claims that he is not looking for an alternative, since his
analysis does not uphold all things to be "bad", but to be "dangerous" (1984, 343).
He maintains that path of critiquing dominant forces as ideological cannot be
sustained, since all critiques are located within the matrix of power relations and
corrupted by the same (1980a, 118); Indeed, one cannot overthrow hegemonic power
on a universal scale to restructure society completely as revolutionaries assume,
since this strategy often results in violence. Foucault renegotiates the discourse of
specialists without abandoning them. Knowledge is a part ofthe finite world and not

the reward offree spirits orsolitude (l980a, 131). The specific intellectual, such as
teacher or researcher, occupies a class position, inhabits a field of research and
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participates in the politics ofknowledge,or the mechanisms that sanction the distinction
between truth and falsehood. Since there is a circulation of knowledge in education,
the specialized information ofthe academy is not insulated. The prevailing conditions
of reification show that there are forces that do have an upper hand in the production
and circulation of knowledge. The specific intellectual/teacher does not have the
task of liberating the individual from the institutions such as the state, the academy
and so forth, for the latter merely maintains a subjectivity produced by power (1982,
216). Rather the task for teachers and students is one of repudiating the structure of
subjectivity, such as say the cognitive subject imposed by existing relations offorce,
by moving towards newer forms of subjectivity. In this the teacher or the intellectual
is like any other citizen or student in not evoking or having a privileged access to
some nonnative utopia such as "Justice", instead, the teacher opposes dominant
power through sheer counter-power. Foucault advocates micro-level resistances to
power. which appeals to the inherent relation between power and counter-power,
since

c c •••

where there is power there is resistance ...never in a position of exteriority

in relation to power"( I980c, 95-96). Since power operates discontinuously from
multiple sources, the points ot resistance are also discontinuous and decentralized
(94-96). Thus, the resistance to power will have to repudiate the subjectivity imposed
by hegemonic power. Foucault calls for an "aesthetics of existence", involving the
reinvention of the self without taking recourse to any universal rules through daily
activities (1984,350). Teachers, students and citizens will have to recreate themselves
by experimenting with models that provide alternatives to quantitative information
sciences. Since hegemonic power imposes a uniform pattern that thwarts plurality,
they would have to pursue alternatives that permit them their differences.
Foucault's analysis contains many merits in the context of the current
educational scenario's unprecedented emphasis on information. By viewing
subjectivity as a construct and a network of innumerable social forces, he is able to
comprehend it in nonrnetaphysical terms. Foucault's renunciation of the universal
intellectual for the specific intellectual is salutary in that it makes the intellectual a
partisan in real struggles with nonintellectuals. Thus, the authority of the teacher
does not have premium, since the teacher and the student are located, albeit unequally,
within the same field of power. Moreover, by connecting knowledge and power
Foucault opens up the space for scrutinizing the role played by social/political forces
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outside the academy in delineating what counts as knowledge within it. Yet these
insights can be retained only by addressing some of his drawbacks.
Foucault does not make qualitative distinctions within his highly ambiguous

notion of power (Megill, 251). Since, the victims and the oppressors both participate
in power, Foucault dismisses all nonnative conunitment as foundational. Consequently,
it is not clear why one should become a partisan with the victims ofpower. Foucault
is certainly committed to the oppressed in a tacit way, since he discusses the issue of
resistance to power, but his commitment does not emerge from the concept of
power struggle as such, which is an all embracing phenomenon.'
Foucault's recommendation of converting one's life into a work ofart through
sheer counter-power is not entirely satisfactory. He selects art because it provides
a remedy to the efficiency patterns in the banking paradigm by being creative without
coming under the control of rules. Art is a case for struggle against what Foucault
calls the "government ofindividualization" (1982,212), it is a struggle to be different.
Moreover, he dissociates art from the specialist's shell to put it on par with daily
activity (1984,350). Foucault also eschews the conception of art as the discovery of
the true self, a position he associates with Sartre, in order to stress on art as the
creation of the self (351). All of this is laudable, but the problem is that Foucault
does not explore the dimension oftangibility opened up by his aesthetic turn, nor its
promises of receptivity. Art shifts focus from conscious cognition to the visible lived
body as the domain of experiences, paving the way for socialization and sharing.
\

Focusing on the receptive dimension of art as Kantian aesthetics does, which
Foucaults' stress on invention overlooks, can further strengthen this aspect. Kant
explores the aspect of art appreciation as consisting in sharing a feeling that is not
merely one of pleasure (1989, 157-62). He terms it as sensus communis, or common
sense, where by the relation between the cognitive faculty and the imaginative one
cannot be subsumed under any general, determinate laws in the manner of scientific
experiences. Indeed, if this were the case art would be a mere logical formula!
However, the relation between understanding and imagination is not unruly either,
since this would make art incoherent; this relation produces a feeling that can be
shared because it does not refer to some private feeling of pleasure," Such a concept
of receptivity is significant from the pedagogical point of view, as it moves beyond
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solipsism and autocracy that underlie the current crisis in education. However, a
preoccupation with producing or inventing art, has the danger of reintroducing the
very subject centeredness which Foucault denounces (Wolin, 191-93). Moreover
art as difference cannot constitute a buffer against authoritarianism, after all
difference too can be caught with the vortex of hierarchical power.
Finally, if power and counter-power are caught up with one another in an
inexorable way, then the latter becomes a merely reactive force that cannot achieve
much in terms ofchanging power relations. Foucault in fact localizes this struggle by
saying that one looks for one's "immediate enemy" rather than any "chief enemy"
(1982,211). Counter-power presupposes hegemonic power, and by emphasizing it
one would be enhancing hegemonic power since it needs counter power to sustain
itself. Foucault distinguishes three forms ofstruggle: against forms of control (such
as a racial or religious one), against economic exploitation, against subjectivity (212).
He contends that though the three could be interwined, one could identify each form
as dominant during given epochs. Thus, the first form of struggle was predominant
in the feudal times, while the nineteenth century was characterizes by a struggle
against economic exploitation. The late twentieth century, according to Foucault,
witnesses a struggle against submission to administered subjectivity in which counter

power plays a prime role. Foucault's distinction seems to be over compartmentalized
because the struggle over subjectivity cannot be separated from the struggle against
exploitation and domination. The information-model with its mode ofsubjectivity is
linkedwith economic control ofpowerful European and North-American corporations
and their domination. If the cumulative force of all three struggles is not taken into
account reactive localized subjective struggles can become quite ineffective. Consider
the major pedagogical alternatives in recent years to the Eurocentric information
oriented paradigm, namely that of multiculturalism and indigenousness, which do
indeed focus on experiences that are nonquantitative and nonimperialistic. As
reactions to the mainstream stress on science/technology in education these
alternatives are very much ensconced in the arena of organization and efficiency,
and consequently conceal priviledge. For example mainstream Indian literature and
philosophy can be studied under multiculturalism in total oblivion to dalit, tribal and
working class cultures. After all, powerful forces of western imperialism often
operative at the site ofscience and technology have shaped the multicultural/oriental
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subject, as Edward said observes (1978). It is precisely due to this that both
multiculturalism and indigenous approaches to pedagogy have not managed to
transform the existing efficiency oriented technological and management

disciplines.fThus, the hegemonic forces can mediate and co-opt the forces of
resistance even at a micro level, so that despite refusing administrative subjectivity,
the subject of counter-power remains implicated in it as a reactive force. Foucault
seems to assume that the local level of struggle is far more effective than the larger
level( 1982,212). Yet the banking paradigm cannot besporadically tackled in individual
class roomsalone since the isolated instances cannot bring about change." Moreover,
considering the various forces at work in information and knowledge one cannot
confine oneself to the immediate level exclusively unless one assumes as positivists
do that the various facets of human life are cut offfrom one another! Ifthe purpose
ofengaging in struggle is to alter relations, as Rabinowargues on behalfof Foucault
. (1982, 6), counter power will have to be more than mere reaction.
One needs to retain Foucault's insight regarding the historical, character of
knowledge his dynamic notion of power and yet effect a normative change in the
banking paradigm. The following section turns to Freire's ventures in this-direction.

II
Freire's Conscientization of Pedagogy
According to Freire, the banking model of education is manipulative and
divisionary, producing ruptures in human interrelations, since each person is against
all others in an alienated pedagogical situation. Freire analyses the latter to be a limit
situation as made up of dominating and dominated groups, where human subjects
have been reduced to objects (1972, 35-36). He points out that this limit situation has
to be confronted to move towards what lies beyond it so that education can pursue

its task of "converting" human beings from subjugated persons into free beings
(25,37) to help them regain their humanity.For this the teacher cannot foist information
on students, but will have to participate with the students in comprehending its
relevance and critiquing the forces that influence it. Thus, a pedagogy, which is
actively forged "with" and not merely "for" the oppressed, is required (25).
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In order to accomplish this task education would have to comprehend the
causes of oppression to pave the way for a new situation sans domination." In this
context, causal explanation does not discover invariant external relations between
events to predict their future course, or what Hegel calls the causality of nature.
This type ofcausal explanation only exacerbates technical control, which constitutes
the interest underlying information. Alternatively causal explanation can also probe
into the internal relation between prevailing facts and the forces that underlie them
to reflect upon them and effect a change. Such a "causality of fate" is not so much
about predicting uniformities but is about restructuring relations to remove the
dominating causal factors that produce them. A reformed pedagogy of the type
envisaged by Freire would be concerned with the latter type of causation since it
does not see events as inexorably related the way the information model does.'?
Freire's alternative approach to education replaces the discredited
dissemination model with a dialogical paradigm that permits both critical thinking
and transformatory praxis (41). In the latter, a teacher-student meets a student
teacher in a concrete historical context to cooperatively interrogate the subject
matter that is being studied and an investigation into its relation with domination
(F-reire, 135). As active subjects, the teacher and the student have a reciprocal
relation ofcooperatively engaging in critical and liberating dialogue (41). Dialogue is
not mere sloganeering verbalism, nor is it blind activity, but encourages critique to
promote action or "praxis" that initiates change. By presupposing love, humility,
faith and hope, dialogue aims at producing trust with a nonnative commitment to
freedom (62-65) . All of which enable the subjects of dialogue to put aside their own
egos and the urge to dominate, to listen to one another in an unbiased fashion.
Freire improves over Foucault's aestheticism with his emphasis on dialogue,
solidarity and normativity. By making dialogue the central feature of education he
introduces the much needed receptivity which enables human beings to transcend
the narrow domains of their own subjectivity. Freire also recognizes that education
cannot be a purely local phenomenon, since it is conditioned by a larger context, and
does not effect a change in the basic relations of established forces a la Foucault.
Against this, Freire urges that the situation of subjugation be transformed, since
education is the practice of freedom. His causal analysis aims at interrogating the
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correlation between information and technical control and thus connects
democratization with education.
, .'

•

_
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However, Freire's recommendations are not withgbt certain drawbacks
which have to be addressed only in order to achieve his

~Wu:idealy of liberating

pedagogy. Freire maintains that freedom is not a gift (24), bUt iSa forni.ofactivity, a
painful process of creating a new form of life (25). Thus,

hucianbeingstr~form

the world by naming it and dialogue is an "existential necessity"(61}. ~.Freire also

simultaneously believes that human beings have an inherent essence ofconsciousness
which can be realized through pedagogical activity. Indeed,Freire equates
oppression, exemplified in the banking model, with a distortion of "full humanity"
(21), hence his own alternative is meant to aid human beings in their"...vocation of
becoming fully human" (20-21). Freire subscribes to the view that human beings as
essentially conscious and free, this primordial given which is repressed by domination
has to be recovered through dialogue. The latter makes conscientization possible, a
process of becoming aware of oppression and the need for changing it, in order to
connect with their inherently good qualities

.Il

Freire seems to oscillate between

two positions, namely that the self is created and that the self is discovered. The
former is implied in seeing freedom as an active and painful process of working out
a new model of existence, while the latter is very explicitly found in Freire's belief
that humanity's essence is consciousness.
The view that human beings have an essence that has to be actualized is
quite antithetical to a pedag0ID:' committed to democracy. The human ability for
praxis, according to Freire, is derived from the fundamental character of being
conscious. This premise is foundational, in that it serves as the first principle on
which Freire's theory rests. Yetthis assertion would be difficult to justify considering
the violence witnessed in human history, since the problem consists in explaining
how primordially altruistic human beings can degenerate into violence, self-interest
and so forth. Freire is at the other end of the spectrum from Thomas Hobbes who
believes that human beings are inherently selfish (Hobbes has to of course
satisfactorily explain how self-interested persons can form a community). Regardless
of its content, any premise about fixed human nature defies history and practice.

Education with its critical and transfonnatory role is significant only in the latter
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context, since human beings can change only if they do not have a preexisting
nature. Human completeness is a metaphysical concept that cannot respond to the
questions posed by the worldly crisis in education. Having a conscience that is
inherently free does not enable historical subjects to dialogue, since the barriers
preventing dialogue are a part and parcel of subjectivity. As Foucault pertinently
observes, since human subjectivity is constituted through multiple social forces it is
not enough to merely liberate human subjects from these forces. The liberation of
subjects demands an interrogation ofthe forces that construct it to reinvent it in new
ways - albeit without the situation of oppression. For this subjectivity cannot be
treated as exhaustively found on a metaphysical plane, but instead as constantly in
the making.
Moreover, although Freire concedes critical space in the educational system,
the terms of criticism, namely freedom and equality are derived from a metaphysical
ground namely conscious human nature, which as argued above cannot be justified
in a satisfactory manner. Yet if freedom and equality are approached from a worldly
point ofview there is the danger oftheir becoming corrupted with power as Foucault
has argued. Hence, the moot question is about grounding the terms ofone's criticisms
without falling into the metaphysical or historicist trap.
The strengths of Foucault and Freire, both of who eschew the "banking
model", have to be retained while addressing the crisis in the educational system.
Foucault recognizes the role played by power in human life and understands human
subjectivity to be a construct. Freire pays heed to the democratization of existing
power relations and receptivity, albeit from a quasi-metaphysical point of view. One
would have to adhere to a socially constructed subjectivity within hierarchical power
relations and yet allow for critique and change without falling into a metaphysical
hiatus. The following section investigates the extent to which all ofthis is permitted
by Habermas's account of subjectivity as a product of linguistic discourse and his
commitment, like Freire, to critical dialogue in the educational system permit.
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III
Pedagogy As Critique
Foucault's aesthetic subject and Freire's conscious subject do not succeed
in effectively challenging the ''banking model" of education due to their ahistorical

status. Habennas alternatively comprehends individuation as a product ofa complex,
worldly realm ofactivity that is never fully transparent. Language plays a key role in
producing subjects who are both constituted and constituting beings.
Habermas is critical oftheories ofmeaning that stress only on one aspect of
validity (1992, 57-87). These include, the representative theory that relates speech
act to an objective world, the intentional theory that relates speech act to subjective
intention and the use theory that relates speech act to the social world. According to
Habermas, the subject simultaneously takes up all three perspectives through a
speech act, namely, the objective world, the subjective world and the social world,
although only one of these aspects can be emphasized at any given time (75-77).
One understands a speech act when one knows what makes it acceptable or valid,
the hearer cannot understand the speech act directl j through the semantic content,
but through the reasons that can be adduced in its favor,'! The hearer will have to be
acquainted with the reasons that the speaker cities in support of the speech act.
Speakers, who submit validity claims to hearers, do so only by freeing themselves
from a dogmatic commitment to their own conscious representations and intentions,
as well as, to the prevailing social conventions. Like Freire, Habennas recommends
a dialogical teacher/student and student/teacher relation as an important antidote to
the authoritarianism ofthe banking-model (1987,371-72).
The agents in dialogue, namely teachers and students, are neither Foucault's
subjects inexorably caught in a seamless web ofpower, nor are they Freire's subjects
with an unencumbered essence of consciousness. They are, on one hand, products
of society, and yet are not determined by society. Their capacity for creatively
utilizing reveals that they do contribute to the making ofthe world in which they live.
Moreover, all agents are not constituted in a uniform way, and their individualization
contains aberrations that reflectsocial inequalitiesleading to communicativedistortions
(1987, 370-71) . Since teachers and students are uneven products of society, they
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would have to work towards self-criticism and social-eriticism in attempting dialogue.
Education as critical thinking would question the barriers to dialogue, posed by
normalization and hierarchy ofpower relations in knowledge. The domination within
an educational system is not the product of the maneuverings of a tyrant, they are
decentered where particular interests of dominant class, caste, race groups are
imposed in the curriculum. Such a process of critique requires a commitment to
freedom and equality. Foucault dismisses freedom as foundational only because he
associates it with the consciousness paradigm of subjectivity. Freire's affirmation of
freedom introduces the dilemmas of conscious atomized subjects." If individuation
is understood through symbolic reproduction ofsocialization, then following Habennas
freedom can be understood as an excess that inheres in language." According to
Habennas, speech acts are possible through logical and pragmatic presuppositions.
The former are rules of consistency and identity demanded by a coherent usage of
language, while the latter pragmatic presuppositions of equality, freedom and
reciprocity have a nonnative character (1982, 79-81). The critical thinking required
of the academy could perhaps take recourse to this implicit "surfeit" which makes it
possible for agents to speak in variegated contexts. This is also because any critique
that wishes to unmask arbitra y exclusions would require a tacit commitment to
egalitarian inclusions. The dialogue situation should be open to all those groups and
persons who would be affected by the claims to validity that it raises, whereby they
have equal freedom to initiate, debate and evaluate them.
The similarities between Freire and Habennas are quite apparent in that
both advocate dialogue as a resolution to autocracy autocracy in the academy. But
Habennas improves upon Freire in interlocking freedom with the worldly domain of
linguistic activity rather than consciousness. Nonnative commitment need not be
essentialist as Foucault fears while ruling out ideology critique. Such a dialogical
approach to education can replace the current cosmetic status of humanities, especially
philosophy's, in the educational system by giving it a more substantial role in the
form of dialogue within the curriculum.
The banking model discussed above leads to the factory system of university
education that abdicates the responsibilities oftraining students in extra-professional
abilities, critically transmitting traditions and preparing students for citizenship
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(Habermas 1971a, 2-3). To fulfill these functions the humanities require the space to
critically examine the foundations ofscience and technology, the interests they serve,
their relation to culture and so forth. Further a neutral stress on information also
reifies the spheres of institutions and society. A dialogue between the humanities
and technology can help move out ofthe impasse in the banking-model of education
to remedy the split between the humanities and natural sciences. Philosophy can
playa central role in this endeavor.
Philosophy as Habermas discerns cannot provide ultimate wisdom to produce
distinguished individuals by playing the role of an usher (1996, 240, 249). The
foundational role of philosophy has been suspect since its separation from science,
religion,tradition and elite activities (1983,10-14). Haberrnas argues that this autonomy
in a pluralistic, secularized context has enabled philosophy to acquire a critical role.
For philosophy is able to realize its own dependence on science and yet question the
claims to totality made by science, religion, tradition and metaphysics from the point
of view of the ordinary person. In the age of specialization, philosophy has the task
of fostering collective debate by critically reflecting on the foundations of specialist
disciplines, interpret their relation with society, unmask the forces ofdomination that
are at work in research projects etc. Thus, philosophy can play the role of a "stand
in and interpreter" (Habermas 1996,248-49), whereby it can cooperate with empirical
theories to reconstruct their universal claims in a fallibilistic way. Habermas sees
speech act theory from which he derives his views on language as having emerged
from such a cooperation with linguistics. There are two major levels at which
philosophy can cooperate, that of the specialists of different streams within the
institutions, and between the institution and the people who inhabit the many worlds
outside it . Both these levels require integration. Habermas aptly observes that an
expanding dialogue between the skill of the specialists and the will of the people,
would enable the university to think through the ramifications ofprofessional ethics,
reflect on cultural tradition without dogma and integrate its roles as a scientific
institution and social organization (1971, 9-10). After all these are the basic functions
of the university in a democracy.

In the Indian context the task of critical thinking with the masses would
involve examining among other questions, why despite leading in the production of
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human resources for technology, twenty percent isdissolved in brain drain? Why is
only 52.19% ofthe total population of 816.17 million literate? (Nanda, 1992,51) why
is education confined to only 39.19% of the total female population? (Ibid). What
are the forces that control the production of information? How can one link
information with humanities ? In examining these questions issues such as the
prominence given to elite scientific research by global institutions, the government's
responsibilities in the field of education, the correlation between knowledge and
power, the connection between indigenousness and imperialism will have to be
explored. All of this entails straddling the borders of natural sciences, statistics,
socio-political practices and philosophy.
Haberrnas's conception of communicative action, however, can serve

as a

pedagogical vehicle only with some qualifications. In response to criticisms that his
notion ofcommunication is utopian and oblivious to socio-political realities, Habermas
has added a clause that no speaker should be prevented from translating his or her
right to equality and reciprocity into a material reality by either internal or external
coercions (1990, 268-77). Nonetheless the underprivileged must be empowered
enough to enter into the ongoing dialogue that affects their lives and their participation
would have to make a difference to the status quo. Habermas defmes power as
control that is the goal of state institution in its exercise of purposive rationality
(1987,268-77).15 Indeed, both money and power belong to the realm of material
reproduction, strategically employed by isolated subjects to pursue their goals. Clearly
such a monological definition of power cannot allow for constructive participation
by the oppressed in public debates. Power will have to be redefined by Habermas
so that his linguistic advance over Focault and Freire bear fruit. This would require
seeing power in more constructivist and relational terms, wherein those who are
sidelined from debates are able to enter it to critique the banking model of education
and their critique is also powerful enough to initiate a new turn in the field ofeducation.
Thus, a power struggle would take place between the hegemonic banking pattern
and the marginalized dialogical one, and pace Foucault, this struggle despite all the
complexities and divisions ofcontemporary life would evoke democratic ideals. Thus,
constructive power can be tethered to dialogue, and is also qualitative different from
monological forms of power exercised through strategic action, which are implicitly
violent. In India this concerns the ability and the destiny of approximately fifty percent
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ofthe population that have no access to education. If one believes that .....the future
of philosophical thought is a matter of political practice" (Habennas 1983,17) and
the way to this is an education that is ''the practice of freedom" (Freire,54) then a
dynamic approach to power is needed.
Habennas's additional limit arises from assuming the pedagogical relation
to be given in the realm of symbolic reproduction called the life-world (1987,368
73). A prepolitical realm of human interaction and experience governed by
communicative action implicit in speech (119-26). Where informal organizations
such as school, family and public sphere reproduce culture, society and personality
(137-38,318-23). For Habennas the life-world is an autonomous sphere where the
communicative rationality required for education prevails." He contrasts the life
world with the systemworld which consists of the institutions of state and economy
governed by one sided purposive rationality for the material reproduction of power
and money. The "over regulation" ofthe curriculum that leads to the loss ofinnovation
and so forth (371-72) is the off-shoot ofthe encroachment of the syst..n world into
the lifeworld. The colonization of the life-world by the system world converts the
teacher-student relation from a subject/subject one to a subject/object one. However,
the presumption of a purified zone ofcommunicative rationality contravenes history
with its idealism. Moreover, communicative action is presumed to be realized in the
life - world, just as Freire envisaged the completion of freedom in consciousness- a
thesis that is ahistorical and foundational. The life-world is after all not a static field,
schooling has evolved from the classical model of imparting wisdom

to modern

informative education and even perhaps to postmodern multiculturalsim. Hence the
colonization thesis advocated by Habennas, dichotomizes the material institutional
sphere ofvalue-neutral specialists from their relation with value-based cultural social
space. This dichotomy once again gives culture an autonomy where it is understood
without any reference to economic and other material activities. The changes in the
cultural sphere reveal that there is an "overdetermination" between cultural and
material institutional spheres. I 7 The changes in cultural, social and personality patterns
influence the system world and vice versa. The relation between the life-world and
the system-world should take into account the relation between the prevailing social
practices and

the myriad subtle and radical human improvisations upon them. The

latter are not made possible through the existence of some zone of perfection, such
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as consciousness orlife world, but due to the communicative excesses contained in
language, which have to be tapped while restructuring the teacher/student relationship
. Education would have to both be institutionalized and regulated by communicative
action to overcome the mire of purposive rationality which governs institutions and
the idealism of dialogue.
The limits between these various thinkers notwithstanding, they do make
some important contribution to pedagogy. Habennas, like Freire, recognizes the
close connection between dialogue and democracy. Foucault's strength lies in a
conception of power that is enabling and thus moves beyond its standard depreciatory
characterizations as control and so forth. An effective approach to teaching and
learning will have to integrate these insights.
To conclude, the crisis in education cannot be resolved by merely imparting
instruction on values.!" Since the problems besieging the curriculum stem from the
prominence given to information, which does not pause to reflect on its relation to
human practices. Consequently, a dichotomy between scienceltechnologythat provide
information and the humanities that are culturally oriented has emerged. Moreover,
there is an erosion of the critical democratic spirit as well. Hence, merely instructing
students on a list of values will not help to remedy these drawbacks in the system.
As Plato aptly observes, there are no teachers on earth available to teach virtues."
Plato fills this lacuna by taking refuge in eternal truths, whose remembrance can
usher in wisdom. In a post-metaphysical world where such eternities have been
exhausted, democracy has meaning as an on-going task. Imperfect mortals would
have to work towards democratizing education, a task to which philosophy can
contribute by dialoguing with the other disciplines.

This is an expanded and revised version of a paper entitled, "Philosophical
Perspectives on Education and Democracy" that was delivered in a National Seminar on
"The Role of Values in Education" on March 23, 1999 at the Department of Philosophy,
University of Mumbai.
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Notes
1. The humanities may have produced an elite class in the West, but in India
privilege is connected with the hegemony of science and technology (Rai,316)
2. This separation cannot provide for more jobs, which is the task of an economic
policy rather than an educationalpolicy. An exclusive stress on vocationaleducation
can accentuate the existing crisis further by producing a mind-set that is practical.
One does see traces of this in the mainstream disregard for disciplines such as
philosophy, literature and so forth. Considering the severity of the employment
situation, attempts have to be made to create education-oriented jobs (Rai,31 O)!
This is of course by ensuring that both reach the masses by moving beyond the

pressures of markets and profits !
3. Critics of the Policy have perceptively observed that being governed by a
mechanistic vision of science and technology, it gives only an ornamental role to
the humanities (Rai,308). The preoccupation with values is an attempt to fill in
the vacuum left by the neglect of humanities (315-318) Hence, while exploring
the conceptual and subversive promise of the humanities, its existing marginal

state has to be critiqued (309,315).
4. The dispensability ofthe author is a leitmotifin Foucault's oeuvre. Discourses
in a culture operate in an anonymous way and it does not " ... matter who is
speaking." (1977, 138).
5. Foucault rejects ideology critique because it contrasts ideology as a superficial
phenomenon with a reality called "Truth" and locates the latter in the sovereign
subject (1 91Wa, 118). However, there is no necessary relation between normative
commitment and foundationalism. One could concede that knowledge is a
construct and yet critique its hegemony, after all this is what Foucault wishes to
accomplish by disentangling power/truth from the violence ofexisting domination.
Surely the latter cannotjustbe another attempt at domination! Megillaptly observes
that Foucault follows Nietzsche in understanding power as a productive force
and reproduces Nietzsches's ambiguity of being indeterminate this respect, as
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well (251-52; Dews, 198696-97; Merquior, 1985 114-18; Wolin, 1992, 184-87).
Ifall relations are understood as power-ridden and qualitative distinctions cannot
be made between them, then neither Nietzsche's nor Foucault's analyses can be
taken as anything more than rhetoric. Moreover, if all alternatives to objective
sciences are also power - laden then the purpose of critiquing them is futile.
Further, the all-pervasiveness of power does not prevent its being linked with
interests and so forth (Merquior, 111).
6. "We could even define taste as the ability to jedge something that makes our
feeling in a given presentation universally communicable without mediation by a
concept" (Kant, 162) Kant observes that communication requires a harmonious
relation between imagination andunderstanding, which is nevertheless free since
it is not governed by determinate laws. He terms such a relation leading to tastes
as sensus communis aestheticus, which he contrasts with sensus communis logicus
of cognitive relations (n. 24) Determinate laws govern a cognitive relation
between imagination and understanding that arrives at facts.
7. The project of multiculturalism has been critiqued by Ahmad on analogous
grounds (1992, 84-85).
8. Giroux proposes a postmodern pedagogy that pro?uces critical rather than just
good citizens (1996). The former can be accomplished, he argues with a
commitment to multiculturalism and postmodernism, with their sensitivity to
enabling and disabling differences. But privilege between the groups and within
the groups should also be investigated which is not permitted by the Foucauldian
roots ofpostmodernism. It is not enough to just introduce groups marginalized by
the classic western canon without investigating privilege within them.
9. Habennas's distinction between these types of causal explanations, which he
says echoes Hegel, is evoked here to expound Freire's thesis concerning the
reflective power of causes. (l971b, 271-73)
10. Foucault fails to see the distinction between the two types of causes, namely
that ofnature and fate discussed above (n. 9). Yet Foucault's dismissal ofideology
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critique is quite inconsistent with his notion ofthinkers in social sciences, such as
Marx and Freud, or even Galileo as being founders ofdiscursivity (1977, 131
36). The texts of these thinkers have opened up avenues for innumerable
reinterpretations. Their statements cannot be pronounced to be false,.since they
do not provide information like quantitative sciences. Rather some oftheir claims
might strike one as irrelevant in the light of contemporary problems etc. these
can be put aside to explore other claims that are more pertinent and so forth. AIl
of which involves modification due to the flexibilities present in the texts. Both
psychoanalysis and Marxism can be reconstructed to remove their foundational
residues and retain their subversive strengths, as so many contemporary figures
such as Jacques Lacan, Louis Althusser, Jurgen Habermas and eyen Jacques
Derrida have done. Rabinow suggests that Foucault himself is a founder of
discursivity and to retain his insights one would have to, reconstruct him (26).
II. Thinkers such as bell hooks who have elaborately developed the insights of
Freire's works are quite alert to the patriarchal ring in his theory (49). This is
explicit in his constant use ofthe male gender while writing. But it is also implicitly
found in his seeing liberation as the realization ofconsciousness, which is complete
manhood. The expanding oeuvre offeminist theoy critiques cogito, consciousness
and the like for privileging the experiences of men, since historically the subjects
of thought have largely been men. Pedagogy also has the task of overcoming
sexism which bell hooks admirably addresses. A detailed discussion ofthis is not
possible within the framework of this paper, but if democratization involves
critiquing oppression and moveing in the direction of freedom then analysis of
gender, race, class and caste would definitely be a part of its agenda.
12. According to Benhabib, the type of validity claims made depend upon the
intentions of the speaker (340). But in this she goes against Habermas's thesis
that communicative action is not intentional, but is an attempt to move out of the
aporias generated by interiority of consciousness. Habermas argues that the
intentional theory ofmeaning severs meaning from language by locating it in the
intentions of the speaker. He does take the dimension of the speaker's sincerity
into account, but along with the natural world and the social world. The subjective
dimension does not enter into speech acts as conscious intention, but as lived
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experiences in a world that the subject shares with others.
13. Freire does see linguistic agents as "actors in intercommunication" (99), but
he is unable to develop this theme consistently. This is because of the primacy he
ascribes to consciousness, which as an intangible force alienates human beings
from one another. As hooks observes, it is the tangibility of dialogue that enables
its participants to come closer to its healing power (174-75). To quote hooks, " ...
we marginalized and oppressed people attempt to recover ourselves and our
experiences in language." (175)
14. I am indebted to Benhabib (1999) for this interpretation ofHaberrnas.
15. In his early writings, Habermas linked language with a transcendental
ahistorical interest in emancipation (1971 b), while his latter writings connect
communicative action with an equally ahistorical sphere called the life world
(1984).
16. Habermas is also aware of the distinction between money and power (1987,
267-77).
17. The term overdetermination is taken from AIthusser (112-14). He uses it to
depict the relation between the economy and cultural phenomena, neither of
which can be found in a "pure and simple" state but always overlap and influence
one another. An isolated economic phenomenon is indeed an abstraction.
18. Rai makes an analogous observation that moral science courses cannot
produce values, since dishonesty is not the outcome of instruction (3 I I)!
19. The onus on teachers as bearers ofvirtue is also the result of according them
a privileged position where they have to always be good. Yet being mere mortals
teachers can make mistakes. In this context, it is more advisable to treat them as
participants along with students, citizens and marginalized people in the search
for a better world.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH :
ARE THEY COMPATIBLE?
ALOKTANDON

It is generally assumed that sustainable development and economic growth
are compatible objectives. Since no attempt has been rnadeto specify this assumption,
the debate on sustainability and growth remains vague and confusing. What is required
is not only to clarify the interrelations of the two concepts but also to analyse the
context of the frame of reference of the two concepts. Only then we can understand
as to what extent, under given preconditions, economic growth and sustainability are
compatible . Our problem is that the notion of sustainable development is being
proposed as the solution to the environmental problems that have resulted from our
modern frame of reference which is diagnosed as inherently destructive to the
environment. The ambiguity arises because the notion ofsustainable development is
being made to fit into the same destructive framework co make it operational. Such
treatment of the issue of sustainable development as a technical problem prevents
critical reflection upon the frame of reference in which the problem 'Originates. In
this paper, we explore the normative and conceptual context ofthe modern framework
in order to determine whether the concept ofsustainability fits into freedom dominated
framework. We take into consideration both versions of sustainability -conservative
and radical - for the purpose. Finally, we conclude that only a radical version of
sustainability, having a strong normative dimension, has the capacity to relieve what
is acute tension in modern frame of reference and to reconcile individual autonomy
with the wider social and ecological good. But this represents a challenge to liberal

democracy and its understanding ofindividual and collective goods. These problems
can only be addressed by radical social transformations.

I

Now, it is generally agreed that since there are biophysical limits to
humankind's productive prowess, the utilization of world's material resources must
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be pursued without compromising the life chances of either present or future
generations. Sustainable development is proposed as a way to combine economic
growth with ecological health, in which, on the one hand, the continued potential to
meet huma needs is to be safeguarded, while, on the other hand, environmental
limits are to be acknowledged. The common thread running through all political
documents/definitions propagating such strategy, is to focuss on the preservation of
the capacity to fulfill (current and future) human needs and the limitations to
(economic) activities which are to be observed in order to achieve this objective.
However, the concepts of needs and limitations, and in their wake other interrelated
concepts, need to be specified if these definitions are to have any content at all.
Otherwise, sustainable development becomes 'a convenient phrase for rallying
support, rather than an agent for forcing environmental change.'
Two variants of sustainability - weak and strong - can be distinguished on
the basis of restrictions they propose on the process of economic growth. It centers
on the degree to which substitution between natural and physical capital is deemed
permissible. The weak version conceives both forms of capital as complementary,
with unlimited possibilities for substitution, and contends that the requirement of
sustainability is met by means ofthe maintenance of enlargement ofthe sum of both
capital flows. Though it allows for spending ofthe natural capital stock but it should
be offset by a corresponding increase in physical capital stock, so that only the
composition but not the total amount of capital stock changes. Thus, such version
grants the overall capacity to reproduce the same standard of living to the future
\

generations compared to the present one. Clearly, it is compatible with economic
growth and even requires growth to offset environmental damage.
Since many relevant factors such as future consumption preferences,
increases in populations and technological progress can not be predicted, we always
remain in doubt about the required increase in capital stock to offset environmental
degradation or to sustain the same level of well-being. Therefore, a strong version
of sustainability is suggested, which acknowledges the supplementary character of
both physical and natural capital stock, aiming at a separate maintenance of both
stocks of capital assets. Accordingly, future generations should not just be as well
off as we are, but should be endowed with at least the same amount of particular
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goods, such as environmental assets. Such a version makes the assumption of
compatibility of growth and sustainability questionable. Growth that threatens
nonrenewable environmental assets is not permissible.
The concepts of sustainable development and economic growth may be
said to be compatible ifthe conceptual and normative interpretations oftheir constituent
concepts of needs and limitations are identical for the two concepts. Ths we need to
review the concepts ofeconomic growth and sustainability in conjunction with related
concepts and their implicit interrelations to determine whether they can fit together
within modern framework. While economic growth is grounded in the beliefthat the
urnhampered process of redefinition and expansion of needs creates the incentives
and opportunities for initiative and gain., which by including economic activity, are
the best guarantee of the fulfillment of essential needs, the concept of sustainable
development suggests a different conceptual and normative content of needs, a
distinction between needs and desires, as well as the idea that constraints are to be
placed upon desires in order to safeguard the fulfillment of essential needs. The
overriding importance attached to the fulfillment of essential needs implies that the
idea of humanistic solidarity is part and parcel of sustainable development, not an
appendage to the concept of liberty. The framework in which economic growth is
given priority, freedom of choice and self-determination takes precedance over
solidarity, whereas the concept ofsustainable development assigns a role to solidarity
on an equal plane with freedom. As such, a notion of sustainability that functions
within the dominant framework bears a stronger imprint on growth, and thereby sets

different requirements for sustainable growth because it is subordinate to the main
idea of freedom. Thus, the interpretations ofthe concept ofneeds, limitations, liberty
and solidatary in relation to the notion ofsustainability differ from such interpretations
in relation to the concept of growth and therefore, sustainability differ from such
interpretations in relation to the concept of growth and therefore, sustainability and
economic growth can not be simply assumed to be conceptually and normatically
compatible.
Both, the weak and strong notions of sustainability may be said to present a
consistent view ofthe compatibility of economic growth and sustainability achieved.
by accommodating the analytic context ofone or the other concept. While the strong
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version implies a plea for a thorough revision ofthe existing conceptual network to
accommodate the notion of sustainability , the weak version smothers the innovative
implication of the same concept in a way that it is made operational within this
framework. The fundamental differences in the evaluation of the basic values of
freedom and solidarity and their mutual positioning implied in the conceptual network
of the notion of economic growth and sustainability respectively, require that the
ideal foundations of our society be brought into the discussion in order to escape
from the confusion that surround the debate on sustainable development. Only a
radical understanding of sustainable development can upheld sustainablity as much
more than mere a compromise between the natural environment and the pursuit of
economic growth. For the purpose, we need to examine as to which notions of
human wellbeing and autonomy reconcile well with the concept of sustainable
development.
2

If sustainability is to be the goal ofhumanactivity,wellbeingmust be rethought

with respect to a different set of goods for the making of good human lives. The
market ethic dominant in modem liberal democracies presupposes a narrow
conception of human wellbeing, equated with material comfort. Environmental
problems engendered by the market stem in part, from the self-understanding it
develops. Such limited self-understanding creates a delusory culture of self-interest
that stunts the development of human capacities and blends the modem individual to
another in an instrumental kind of relationship. No inner need is felt to develop one's
capacities to live an ethical life the best of one's capacity. Moreover, because
technological progress is a self-reinforcing process, the positive feedback effects of
technological success not only compound the accumulating side effects, but they
also tend to reinforce aspects of the lower human self, that is, the utilization, making!
doing, self-interested, egoistic aspects at the expense of the ethical, altruistic,
transparent self. This leads to a poverty of the higher self.

In the present context, when future of all life has become problematic, we
not only needto recover the earlier Aristotalian understanding of a 'flourishing human
life', but to broaden it to include promoting flourishing ofother individual living things
and biological collectives as an end in itself, simply because the flourishing of
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Replacement of the ethically limited understanding by a broader and more
satisfying understanding ofthe good life goes well with the radical interpretation of
sustainability, with its recognitionthat 'quality oflife' issues are intimately connected

to environmental protection. The implications of such an expanded view ofthe good
life for the social, political and economic institution of modem societies are quite
profound. Ecological matters can not be left to the spontaneous order of markets.

Publi~ policy must provide for the inclusion ofthe moral relevance of other species
and of future generations at a more profound level than the level of rhetoric.

In modem societies, the human nature relationship has assumed a state of
imbalance with human liberty now being opposed to the freedom of nature. The
question of interdependence of human freedom and the freedom of nature must be
faced and dealt with if sustainable development is to be the ethic that recognizes and'
promotes the mutuality ofecologicaland social values in concrete living communities.
Human beings need to respect nature ifthey are to survive and preserve the existential
ground on which to assert their freedom. Therefore, there can be no ultimate
incompatibility between demands of nature and the exigencies of human freedom.
Things have gone wrong not because humans held an anthropocentric view of the
universe (they could not do otherwise) but because they erred in defining the value
content of their own development and freedom. The mistake lies in believing that
the freedom from the constraints of nature is an absolute value, when it really
constitutes a negative view of freedom. Freedom from the constraints of nature is a
positive value in the sense that it allows freedom for human fulfillment. If humans
are to have any possibility of being at least part authors of their lives, of having a
range of life choices, uncoerced by others or nature and of possessing the necessary
capacities and resources for their self-chosen paths, then individual development

depends very much on ecologically responsible

behaviour.

It depends upon human

development strategies which enhance the mutuality of ecological and social goals.
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The question to be asked is whether sustainable development as economic
strategy can reconcile personal autonomy with freedom ofnature and interdependence
of life - forms, The capacity to achieve this varies with the degree to which human
embededness in nature is acknowledged. Thus, the conservative approach retains
the modenmistic attitude ofa society-nature divide, wherein sustainability is achieved
by the management of resources through more efficient energy and resource use
and new ecologically benign technologies. By contract, the radical approach, in
accepting human embeddedness in nature, recognises that it is human activities
which have to be managed in order to achieve ecosystamatic and social viability. In
policy terms, this distinction, between interpreting sustainability as a problem of
human activity rather than as a problem of resource management allows consumption
patterns and values which underpin them as well as structure regidities which militate
against the assumption of environmentally sustainable practices to come into focus.
It then becomes clear that the transition to an ecologically sustainable society requires
more integrated policy approach, in which a range ofpolicy modes is utilized, including.
standard selling, regulatory intervention, instituitonal reform, markets, economic
intruments and technological innovations. Important elements of any policy mix will
include an educative function and incentives for environmentally sound practices in
order to stimulate the assumption of ecologically sympathetic attitudes and values.
Another negative manifestation ofmarket economies has been the breakdown
of community and other binding ties and the loss of tradition. The success of a
market society is measured by its GNP and by its rate of economic growth-the total
aggregation of goods and services and the speed at which they are produced, not in
how well it fosters and supports the personal and communal relationships, which
make up the community, not in how well it cares for ecosystems on which the
community depends for life support. Hence there is need for an economic order that
supports the pattern ofpersonal relationships that make up the community. Moreover,
since we have also extended the field of relationship to the non human community,
the economic order should support not only communal reletionships but human!
nature connections.

In the conservative approach, governmetn solely rely on experts and see
environmental problems as questions of appropriate management. These experts
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focus only on remedial measures, environments continue to degrade. The 'top down'
management structures limit public participation and view it as havingonlyinstrumental
value in implementations ofprojects initiated by aforesaid experts. They fail to support
and build communal relationships . On the otherhand, the radical approach to
sustainability, uses ecological crisis to reflect on practices, values, institutions of
industrial society and therefore to rethink social relationships. Encouraging
participation as a valuable learning process in negotiating their responsibilities to
each other and to environmental protection, ifbuilds new solidarities and understanding
of well being. Such process also produce long-term commitment that having
environmental problems produces, which 'top down' management system fails to
generate.
Our foregoing discussion leads to the following conclusions : First, only a
technical solution in the form of simple economic restructuring in order to contain
economic growth within environmental limits is an insufficient attempt at a
reformulation of economic problem.
Second, any economic strategy which attempts to match human needs and
demands of nature and to guide human development must foster respect for the
nonhuman environment as well as a sense of the mutuality of social and ecological
values.
Third, sustainable development (SD) must ensure sound human flourishing,
by furnishing those goods which ensure human autonomy (survival, opportunities for
participation, and a good life).
Fourth, SO must preserve and foster forms of community well being which
ensure connection with past and future.
Fifth, SO must also preserve and foster ecosystem viability. Sound human
development consistent with ecosystem viability is really only possible with the radical
interpretations of sustainable development.

Sixth, sustainability as ethical ideal challenges theview oftheliberal state
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as neutral umpire between different conceptions ofthe good. Radical approach to
SD demands a conception ofhuman flourishing that recognises the intrinsic value of
other nature, whose own flourishing is constitutive of a good human life.
Seventh, not only the concepts of human wellbeing but also of individual
autonomy, solidarity and collective interest are to be rethought for the purpose of
societal transformations according to SD.
Eigth, sustainabilityis but an interim phase inthe pursuit of a livablesociety.
An essential precondition for such transition is to overcome the structural rigidities
of capitalist market economies. This means to replace the imperative of ever
increasing quantitative growth and individual-consumption with an imperativethat
furnishes qualitative social development and improved communal & ecological
wellbeing. But who will do it?
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To explain linguistic understanding we have to showhow the three realms,
reality, languageand meaning, cometogether and present a comprehensive framework
for cognitionand communication. Sucha framework is presupposed not onlyby ali
theories of.linguistic understanding, but also by semantic theories and is also a
prerequisite to establish the legitimacy oflinguistic activity. Since, it is only in language
we find and make access to reality, the understanding of the latter is essentially a
process'that happenswellinside language. Hence theremust be anintimateconnection
betweenthe two realms. Again, it is a truism to statethat in linguistic interactions,
reality is not directly understood, rather it is the meanings of linguistic expressions
that are transmitted and communicatied. Hence, unless we could show that these
three realms of, reality, language and meaning are intimately connected with each
other, we wouldfailto givean account to thewhole process oflinguistic understanding
and the phenomenon of linguistic comnumication. Consequently, all theories on
language and meaningtry to provide explanation to the ways thesethree realms are
r~.
)
But a close examination willreveal that a merebringing them togetherwill
not explain linguisticactivityandcommunicatioilSatisfactorily. For this,we haveto
showtba; the three realms are, in reality, not independent of each ~er. In other
words we have to provethat they are"inseparably related". Wecan seethat language
. is acq~mig a center stage in this context. This is because, such an «inseparable

relationship"couldbe legitimately established onlyby showing how boththe realms
•
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of reality 8nd ~ are intimatelyaJnnected with language. Moreover, in order
to explain the phenomenon of'~erstanding meaning', the fact that the,latter is an
essentialproperty oflanguageandnota mereaccidental property has to beprimarily .
established. The latter alternative would evidently makethe relationship between the
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two realms oflanguage and meaning arbitrary, which eventually lead to a breakdown
in the whole activity of language use.
This paper conducts an examination of how some theories of linguistic
understanding respond to this primary demand. The analysis carried out in this paper
focuses on two models of understanding meaning - the representational model and
the hermeneutic model. These two models have been chosen because they represent
two prominent and divergent ways in which the relationship between language and
reality in connection with the question oflinguistic understanding has been discussed.
The former conceives language as a representation of the factual world and
consequently identifies meaning with the representational content to the former, In
this sense, this standpoint asserts what Richard J. Bernstein calls, the baisc conviction
that there is some permanent, ahistorical matrix or framework to which we appeal in
determining the nature ofrationality, knowledge, truth, reality, goodness, or rightness' .
The hermeneutic model, on the other hand, largely considers language as a product
.of human interaction and therefore, does not assign to it any single function a

prioristically. The emphasis on human interaction enabled the philosophers of the
hermeneutic tradition to discover certain vital features of language and linguistic
understanding. This focus on the interactive nature concludes in viewing language
as a hermeneutic medium which ultimately determines even the ontological status of
the human self'. This, in other words is to admit the basic contingency of language.
They contemplated more on the nature of this contingency and identified the
phenomenon of historicity as its root cause.
The acceptance ofcontingency runs in parallel to the recognition ofhistoricity.
It will be further argued in this paper that only with such a recognition and assertion
of historicity the process oflinguistic understanding could be properly explained. In
other words this paper tries to show that only with the recognition of the important
role of historicity we can establish the "inseparable relationship" between the three
realms of language, meaning and reality. The philosophers who subscribe to a
representational model- the true representatives ofthis standpoint are some analytic
philosophers - make explicit attempts to overcome this contingency. Though the two
I

_

models hold diverse views with regard to these issues they indeed encounter certain
common problems.
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A pressing problem is with regard to the demand of objectivity. Natural
sciences, for instance, make objective understanding and conununication necessary
prerequisites. Science employs the causal- explanation framework in order to analyse
the workings ofthe factual world and derives knowledge and truth anout the latter by
means of generalisations. The scientific conception of reality, from its very outset,
attracted philosophical attention in terms of its simplicity and precisiveness. The
certainty of scientific knowledge made this conception more authentic and ideal. The
representationalists, when they developed their doctrines oflinguistic understanding
and communication subscribed to such ideals of certainty and authenticity.
Consequently, they came to recognise the prime function oflanguage as consisting in
the representation ofthe factual world. The concurrently developed semantic doctrines
eventually propagated a hard core doctrine of meaning invariance.
But this position eventually makes an outright rejection of historicity, which
the representationalists envisaged to carry out with the a prioristic and external
imposition of a fixed structure on language. The Neo Empiricists thus conduct a
detail progranune of devising a technical-artificial language in order to describe the
epistemology of science. By making the structure of language fixed and certain, they
aimed a redical rejection ofthe contingent features of human linguistic system. The
choice between contingency and certainty has been made in precise terms. The
representational conception of linguistic understanding and meaning evolves out of
such a choice made in favour of certainty. The representational framework takes for
granted the legitimacy of such a picture of language before it attempts to bring
\

together the three realms. We can see that the notion of meaning itself is introduced
largely to establish the intimate association between language and reality. Let us
examine this standpoint in detail.

I. The Representational Conception
The standard representational view envisages bringing together the three

realms oflanguage, reality and meanings with the concept of a world-representational
language. This conception largely conceives language as a medium through which
the factual reality is represented and thereby meaning is presented and conununicated.

A peculiar conception of meaning is extremely crucial for a model of understanding

based on empirical representations. Meaning mediates language and the world and
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projects the fanner as the representation of the latter. Gottlob Frege, for instance,
.introduced a .notion of 'sense' and conceived the latter as such a mediating entity.
The senses not only guide the uses of language but also determine the basic word
object correlation by presenting the reference with absolute certainty. And by
presenting reference, they mediate language and reality'.
.• The representational model largely conceives science as the paradigmatic
human activity. Consequently, they modeled their semantic theories after the process
of knowledge acquisition in the natural sciences. This led them to propagate a strict
doctrine of meaning invariance. Such a conception of language is much in harmony
with the basic parameters of the modem conception of science. As Charles Taylor
puts it:
Then we can conceive the idea of understanding a phenomenon like language as
we wouldany otherin extra-humannature,that is without invokinganyunderlying
ideas or ideas or thoughts. For this extreme naturalism the basic phenomena of
language are the sounds we emit, the marks we make; understanding then is
seeinghowtheyare evoked by whatsurrounds us, and in turn trigger offbehaviour,'
Initially it is this possibility of explaining language without falling back on
internal ideas and images that made representationalism attractive. In this framework,
understanding language is the grasping of the meanings of linguistic signs, which
again is a matter of knowing to what the words stand for in the world. The order in
which the words are arranged informs us about the order of the objects expressed
through language. Thus the thought expressed in language becomes directly cognisable
without the intervention of mental images and ideas.
But it is a fact that we encounter the issue of understanding meaning in a
vast variety of cases outside the domain of natural sciences. In our encounter with a
,literary text or a historical document, for instance, we do not raise the question
whether the linguistic system we encounter provides us an objective understanding
of any factual situation which is spatio-temporal. We here look for other forms of
agreement, which are sometimes emotional or imaginative in nature, rather than
factual. But the strict meaning invariance doctrine of the representationalists' falls
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Again, such a notion of semantic
representationalists to adopt a theory of meaning which is highly metaphysical in
nature. This move, in turn, was preceded by an investigation into the principal
operations of language, or more precisely, to the essential nature of language. They
contended that such knowledge would help them avoid certain certain conceptual
errors we committed as a result of getting betrayed by language. Underlying this
assumption is the belief that language is deceptive, as far as its expressibility is
concerned. "Language disguises thought", says Wittgenstein", Since essence is
something which is fixed and determinate, the contingency of language could be
overcome if we identified its essence. They found support for such an encounter in
the fact that scientific activity, which for them was the paradigmatic human activity,
was free from any such shortcomings. Such endeavours reflect the Kantian attempts
to discover a unified version ofunderstanding, which u'timately equated human reason

with scientific rationality. But the propagation of such a unitary vision was indeed
expensive. As Roy. J. Howard observed, for Kant, the demands of such an ideal were

satisfied by making knowledge occurring in the non-scientific realms, theoretically
untenable and only emotionally, psychologistically - in short, irrationally - tolerable".
It is this Kantian concern that was inherited by the representationalists when they
ventured to identify the essential nature of language. They thus longed to make the
meanings of linguistic expressions fixed and determined by extra linguistic entities.
This in tum forced them to presuppose a metaphysical theory of meaning.
The implications ofthis metaphysics ultimately led them to further trouble.
On the one hand, language is a contingent phenomenon and cannot house meanings
if they are objective entities. The representationalists attempted to tackle this by
making the latter extra-linguistic. But then such a separation of the linguistic realm
from the semantic realm made them encounter more complicated philosophical issues.
We shall now examine how the representational conception deal with this situation.
We come across two alternative conceptions.
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1) The Logicist Alternative
Frege pioneered this position. From the viewpoint ofsemantic theory, Frege's
doctrines can be evaluated as the attempts to save the representational semantics
from the shortfalls of mere designativism. Designativism stands for a crude form of
representationalism which takes for granted a direct and unconditional correlation
between the basic linguistic entities and the extra-linguistic objects, i.e., between
words and objects. It eventually makes the activity ofnaming both epistemologically
and logically primitive. But Frege found that linguistic activity and cognition could
not be consistently ex-plained by an appeal to a mere combination among words. For
this a logical arrangement oflinguistic signs was essential. Such a logical arrangement
would make clear the peculiar roles different words play in a sentence in language.

In other words, Frege argued that a mere syntactical arrangement would not explain
the representational line that makes language-reality connection necessary and certain.
The logical arrangement of words, he contended, would bring the third realm - the
semantic realm - to the forefront and locate it in between language and reality. The
prime function of semantic entities or senses, according to Frege is to present the
reference. The senses thus mediate between language and reality. Since the senses
are logical entities their mediation makes the language - reality connection essential
and certain.
But making senses logical entities led to further troubles. Their logical nature
demands that, in spite of their mediating role the senses belong to an independent
realm far removed both from reality and language. Unlike reality, which is constituted
of concrete physical objects, the senses are abstract and logical. This fundamental
difference between the two prevents any essential relationship between them. Again,
the senses are even independent from language. In other words, they are not linguistic
entities. They are rather pure logical entities. Frege reasserts their ultimate logical
status as he related the notion of truth to the senses. When we call a sentence true,
says Frege, we really mean that its sense is true". The contingency oflanguage does
not permit it to house such logical and abstract entities. Hence he invented a separate
logical realm to accommodate them. He ignores the psychological counterpart ofthe
cognitive process, as according to him it is irrelevant as far as the understanding of
meaning is concerned. The abstract semantic entities, according to him, make
themselves known to the cognitive intellect, which is sensitive to comprehend the
logical entities.
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Frege's semantic realism thus succeeded in explaining the process ofobjective
cognition. The representational tradition later derived the notion ofthe ~eture of
language' and therebythe concept of 'proposition' from the Frege~ ide~ of logical
arrangement of linguistic signs by means of semantic entities which are logical. The
senses or thoughts, which are logical entities, present the reference in determinate
ways. This ensures semantic invariance and consequently enables Frege to assure
.

objectivism.

/

.

But as far as the relationship between the three realms of language, reality
and meaning are concerned, this logicist position eventually makes them stand separate.
Though the semantic realm is introduced in order to explain the availability of a
representational line that connects the three realms, they nevertheless lie separate
and independent of each other in the Fregean framework. With his third realm of
logical entities, Frege resembles Plato and also inherits the ontological separation
made by the latter. Consequently, the semantic realm is never essentially related to
the linguistic ream.
2) The Empiricist Position
Another explicit attempt to explain the problem in the framework of
representationalism was undertaken by some empericist thinkers, especially the neo
empiricists. Dissatisfied by the highly logical explanation ofFrege, which left hardly
any room for empirical experience, they endeavoured to proclaim the thesis ofmeaning
invariance by adopting a theoretical framework, which highlighted the representational
\

features of language. Language for them was a talk about the world. Following

wittgenstein they contended that meaning was the representational content oflanguage.
Russell's theory oflanguage and notion ofproposition formed the background
assumptions for many of the neo-empiricists in explaining meaning as the
representational content of language from an empiricist perspective. Highlighting
the role ofempirical experience in the explanation ofmeaning, Russell made reference
the actual 'propositional content'. To support this position Russell construes an
ontological doctrine the Logical Atomism - and a psychologistic epistemology, in
corollary with his theory of propositions.
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The problem ofunderstanding meaning can beexplained in this framework
in the following manner. An assertion made in language through sentences consists
of two aspects. There is the objective side where the facts are indicated. Here the
truth conditions of the sentences are under focus. The significance of the sentence,
on the other hand, is attached to the subjective side where the mental state of the
speaker is expressed. The significance of sentences therefore, has to be understood
in terms of the psychological factors such as images and other psychic states of the
person. Russell says: " .... in the case ofa sentence ofatomic form the significance is
a state of the believer, or rather a set of such states having certain similarities.'?
This position is significantly different from that of Frege's as it is explicitly
committed to take empirical experience into account. This commitment is asserted

by making the word-object relationship central to the explanation of meaning. Frege
deliberately avoided focusing on words when they were in isolation - the context
principle - as he thought, it would amount to psychologism. But apart from these
differences both the logicist and the empiricist conceptions share a common
assumption. For both, language is a medium through which reality is filtered,
apprehended and communicated. Language is conceived as a medium that stands
between two poles - the subject and the object - connecting them by means oflogical
entities (Frege) or world representation (Empiricism). It is assumed that there exists
a world independent of our will and our linguistic categories. This world can be
comprehended objectively with reference to those expressions in language, which
stand as immediate representatives of the factual reality. Both views hold that the
three realms oflanguage, reality and meaning though often cometogether nevertheless
lie separate. While Frege isolated the semantic content from language and reality by
positing the former in an independent third realm, the empiricists held a realist view
ofthe factual reality and asserted that it existed independent of our will and linguistic
categories. Wittgenstein's picture theory comes up with a different approach and
conclusion. Here the representational framework is presented in a different way
emphasising on the concept of logical structure. Wittgenstein emphasises on the
fundamental logical framework of language and propagates a peculiar doctrine of
semantic determinism by making meaning the representational content of language.
He conceives logic as the basic scaffolding of language and by connecting meaning
and truth to this scaffolding in a comprehensive manner advocates probably the most
consistent form of representational doctrine.
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3) Wittgenstein's Alternative
Wittgenstein establishes a structural identitybetweenthe two realms ofreality
and language. The concept of 'logical form' is introduced to explain this identity. In
the words ofWittgenstein ''What a picture, of whatever form, must have in common
with reality, in order to be able to depict it - correctly or incorrectly - in any way at
all, is logical form, i.e., the form of reality?". Senses or the semantic entities are the
essential properties of linguistic expressions, which exhibit the logical structure
(propositions). Therefore, in a way the picture theory ofmeaning brings together the
three realms of language, reality and meaning and establishes their identify - a
structural identity - to explain the process of understanding meaning and
communication. But this identity was established by ignoring some crucial aspects
as far as the nature of language is concerned. The whole representational tradition,
for that matter, undermines all that aspects oflanguage that do not subscribe to the
framework of language - reality representation. There was an explicit attempt to
isolate those expressions in language, which were truth functions. They are the
elementary propositions in language, which stand as the immediate representatives
ofthe factual world and whose truth and falsity are known immediately owing to this
representative status. Language in this framework therefore, is not a mere
representation of the world, but is constituted of a system oftruth functions. Here a
set of linguistic expressions assumes privileged status in terms of them being
immediately related to the factual reality. Wittgenstein even identifies the whole of
language with the whole of propositions of natural science". The notion of a
representational language - the language of science - stems from such a conception.
Though Wittgenstein was not a representationalist in the pure sense, his ideas were
utilised to develop a representational conception of linguistic understanding. The
neo-empiricists, particularly, developed their project of 'unity of science' on the
basis of such ideas.
This concept of propositional language conceptually satisfies many of the
requirements of a conception of knowledge which is upheld by modern science. It
ensures absolute objectivity in expression and communication with the idea oftruth
functional linguistic expressions. But it achieves this objectivity in the expense of
making meaning an accidental property oflanguage and subsequently separating the
three realms from each other. This is because, meaning, as conceived in the
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representational framework, is not related to the whole phenomenon oflanguage, but
only to its representational features. In other words, the semantic content oflanguage
becomes relevant only when language is used as a 'talk about the world' . Consequently,
the semantic realm is not essentially related to the linguistic realm and hence this
standpoint fails to explain the process oflinguistic understanding in a comprehensive
way. It ignores the real phenomenon oflanguage, which is a product ofsocio-cultural
interaction.
In the representational conception as a whole, the attention is either on the
'word-object contact' or on the 'sentence-fact isomorphic relationship'. And this
was done, as Richard Rorty says, by confining attention to single sentences as opposed
to vocabularies". The emphasis on the idea of 'truth-functional expressions' is an
offshoot of this approach. Again here language is conceived as a medium which
stands between the self and the non-human reality. The idea of world-language
relationship that professes the notion of language as a medium - "a medium out of
which beliefs and desires are constructed and that which stands between the self and
the world. This is to subscibe - though not explicitly - to the subject - object picture,
which eventually leads to issues about subjectivism, idealism and realism. Such
models ofhuman linguistic system are inadequate to explain the real phenomenon of
language, which is basically a product of human interaction. To approach language
from such a comprehensive perspective is to admit its contingency and consequently
its historicity.
II. Recognition of Historicity
So we have to come back to examine the real phenomenon oflanguage and
examine how we are related to it. This may ultimately lead to the recognition of
historicity. Language is primarily a product of human interaction. But we could also
see that human interaction in turn itself happens through language. Language is
essentially human and man is essentially linguistic being". In other words, language
evolves out of human interaction which itself is essentially a linguistic process. Thus
we are presented with a continuous process. This process is eventually a human self
making process, where human beings relate themselves with various situations of
life and other human beings and objects in order to attain certain objectives. The
various life-situations and interactive contexts form the ultimate ground of all their
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praxis. The philosophers ofthe hermeneutic tradition proceeded with such an analysis
of the phenomenon of historicity.
This situation can be understood clearly by analysing the nature of the self
making process from another direction. The human self-making process through
language and the evolution of language from it necessarily presuppose a context or
situation, both in the natural world and in the historical and cultural sphere. The
historical and cultural situation in its turn exerts tremendous influence upon such a
process and determines its very dynamism. But then this context of history and culture
itself is nothing but a result of the human interaction and therefore, of the human
self-making process. It is given to us through language and we live it in language. As
Gadamer says, " ... in all our knowledge of ourselves and in all knowledge of the
world, we are always already encompassed by the language that is our own."
In this context we come across a different ccnception of reality and the
relationship between reality and language. We have seen that the horizon of the
linguistic realm is wider than the horizon of representational language. It is the all
encompassing realm as far as humans are concerned. Likewise, the horizon of reality
also is wider than the horizon of the factual world. In other words, reality does not
exhaust with the factual world, which the representationalists identify with reality. It
encompasses both the natural situation and the historico-cultural situations where
the human self-making process takes place. The Husserlian conception of life-world
will clarify the nature ofsuch a picture of reality. Husserl speaks about a pre-theoretical
context of life, which is eventually the ultimate basis of all 'our actions, experiences
and judgements. This is the life-world, which exists in advance for us and is the
"ground" of all praxis whether theoretical or extratheoretical'", This factor places
the entire wealth of human praxis historically situated. Husserl argues that even
scientific practices which consist of objective categorisations are grounded in this
fundamental life-world and therefore, represent the various projects that arise from
within it as forms ofknowledge that reflect the concerns of specific communities and
serve their needs.
Again, such a reality cannot be apprehended by means of the logical
framework of representationalism. In other words, the relationship between reality
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and language is not representational butappears tobe interactive and creative. It is
therefore, intimate and essential. Reality is a historico-cultural opening up in language
which gets unfolded along with the human self-making process and therefore, is
given to us in and through language in our concrete lived experiences. Our very
existence is constituted out of such live experiences in language. The relationship
between language and reality is not representational but existential and therefore is
not accidental but essential. Wherever we encounter language, we encounter concrete
lived experiences of reality. Here we come across a different notion of language,
where the latter functions as a hermeneutic medium rather than a medium of
representation.

III. Language - The Hermeneutic Medium
The hermeneutic tradition approaches the problem ofunderstanding meaning
and communication from the background ofsuch a conception of reality and language.
This conception tells us how language evolves as an all comprehensive horizon - a
hermeneutic medium. Hans Georg Gadamer rearticulated these insights by
emphasising on the concept of 'tradition' and the idea of our essential situatedness in
tradition. We inherit the prejudices ofour tradition and Gadamer sees tills inheritance
as a positive precondition for understanding meaning. The tradition is, in turn,
essentially linguistic in nature and this factor categorically asserts the fundamental
linguisticality of our being, of reality and of all our knowledge and understanding".
Tradition encompasses all those factors like beliefs, conventions, customs etc. that
influence our perception and thinking and thereby our very way of being. In tills way
our linguistic categories have determining roles. Language, in other words, provides
us a horizon and all our activities and life are fashioned according to the normative
power exerted by this linguistic horizon. Whatever significance objects, entities and
texts have is essentially related to the horizon.
Our search for the semantic realm also concludes here. Meanings cannot be
independent of the traditions. Nor can they occupy a space in the extra-linguistic
world. They make language their home. More precisely, they evolve in language.
But here apparently more than one linguistic horizon comes into play. This is because,
the interactive encounter may involve in this interactive process. Yet they interact
and form a ommon realm. Gadamer observes :
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.... there exists in man alone common meaning, common co~~pecially
.- "

"

those through which the common life of men is possible wi~~out' murderand
manslaughter - in the form of social life, a political constitution, an organized
division oflabour. All this is involved in the simple assertion that man is ~ being
who possesses language",
The mere fact that man is a being who possesses language suggests that
there is a common horizon where meanings evolve. This very idea of 'evolving
meanings' directly contradicts the representational conception which envisages a
metaphysical theory ofmeaning, where the latter are taken to be fixed. The hermeneutic
conception thus makes the linguistic horizon and the common language of interactive
encounter - in short language - the abode ofmeanings. Since language evolves through
\

such interactions, meanings also evolve. This not only asserts the essential linguistic
nature ofthe semantic realm but also does justice ot the basic fact that language is a
product of human interaction.
This will eventually establish the ultimate identity of the three realms of
language, reality and meaning. In this framework, language is not just a medium that
. stands between two poles performing the functions of representation and expression
but is a hermeneutic medium which encompasses the whole of reality as it is given to
man along with himselfand all his knowledge and understanding. The representational
tradition, which we have examined, failed to recognise such an inseparable relationship
between language, reality and the being of man, as it emphasised more on the
requirements of objectivity and focused only on the representational features of
language. Hence it eventually took a stand which argued for a separation of the
semantic realm from the linguistic realm. The representationalists recognised the
essential contingent nature oflanguage and its essential historicity. They endeavoured
to save both reality and meaning from becoming historical and eventually undermined
the idea that these two realms were related to language in essential ways. This, they
believed, would enable them to propagate a representational theory oflanguage and
a theory of meaning and understanding which conform to the objectivist demands.

But the three realms could be brought together only by recognising the
essential nature and implications ofthe phenomenon ofhistoricity. The first step was
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then to reassert the historicity of language followed by an explanation of all the
implications of its being so. This historicity can be arrived at from the simple fact
that, language is the product ofhuman interaction. This will further show how human
Interaction itselfpresupposes the availability oflanguage as a hermeneutic medium.
It is in this hermeneutic medium reality is presented to us as a historico-cultural
opening up in language. In this context, linguistic understanding and the understanding
of meaning do not require the help or mediation of any extra-linguistic realm, but
happen well inside language. This hermeneutic medium is a constantly evolving
phenomenon and understanding results from such an evolution. This evolution ofthe
hermeneutic medium presupposes a constant dialogic encounter between different
linguistic horizons and the latter phenomenon in tum is characterised by the evolution
of a common language followed by the evolution of meaning.
With this realisation oflanguage as a hermeneutic medium we can conclude
this discussion. It will not only confirm our assumption - that linguistic understanding
and communication could be appropriately explained only by asserting the
phenomenon of historicity but clso reveals the vital role of language in the whole
affaire. We shall summarise our discussion in the following way.
Understanding of meaning and language can be coherently explained only
by establishing the fact that the three reaIrns of language, meaning and reality are
inseparably associated. To be more precise, we have to explain how language brings
them together into its interactive and dialectical framework. The metaphysical theories
\

of meaning, conceived by the representationalists, by making the semantic entities
extra-linguistic fail in this regard. The main reason for this failure is their rejection
of historicity, as they envisaged saving both meaning and reality from becoming
historical. The linguistic framework eventually became representational rather than
interactive and dialectical. But the recognition of historicity eventually leads to the
realisation ofa much greater role for language. It explains how language itselfevolves
out of a dynamic historical process, which also causes the evolution ofthe semantic
realm and reality. Meaning is here the essential property of language and reality is
nothing but the historico-cultural opening up in the latter. The three realms not only
come together but also are essentially and inseparably related.
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BHARTRHARI'S METHOD OF INTERPRETATION

D. N. TIWARI

Interpretation has got a defined meaning 'with the rise of Hermeneutic circle
in Euro-German thoughts and is considered as a method very relevant for uncovering
the correct meaning of the text and for avoiding misconception caused by
misinterpretations and, thus, correcting our understanding to comprehend the lively
meaning of a text or expression in its contextual structure.
Before coming to the discussion on Bhartr hari' s method of interpretation
let us clarify the meaning of the terms 'context' and 'text' very popular in
Hermeneutical circle. In order to avoid any controversy over my sense of context
and text, I have to say that my view of these conceps is based on Bhartrhari's way
of thinking according to which the context of a 'text' is the context of an expression
or a sentence in which a word is interpreted. A text is a complete sentence, a complete
expression containing arguments, subordinate sentence, words, phrases, etc, and a
complete sentence in our view is a complete unit which expresses a complete meaning
non-differently in the mind. It is inner, indivisible and ubiquitously given unit of
awareness in nature. Meaning non-differently revealed by the sentence is also an
indivisible unit, and, hence, there is no possibility of any real division either in the
sentence or in its meaning. In Bhart: hari's terminology the former is sp~o~a and
the letter is pratibha and the two are non-different. The indivisible expression is
grammatically analysed' for making it understandable to those who can understand
it only through piece-meal scheme and then through the synthesis of analysed parts
one is helped to understand the indivisible itself. In this sense the whole of the epic
Mahabhiirata or Riimayana is a single complete sentence comprising subordinate
sentences, phrases, words, etc; through which the whole is made understandable to

beginners. The situation context, thecontext ofother disciplines concerning subjective
or objective mode of reflections are important but as a philosopher we are involved
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neither in a subjective reflection having subject as its object, say consciousness or
mind nor in an objective reflection having an entity (physiological or psychological)
ontic in nature as its object but with reflections on those modes of thinking as object
of our reflection. In other words we are concerned with the sentences or the teA'ts of
those discipline. Here it is useful to clarify that a sentence is a context in which the
meaning ofwords, phrase, etc; constituting it, is interpreted for a correct understanding
ofthe text but the sentential meaning is not always a contextual meaning. It is a flash
ofunderstanding directly revealed either by the text or through the interpretation and
analysis ofit which serve as instrument in manifesting it. Manifested so, the indivisible
sentence reveals the indivisible meaning as a flash of understanding (Pratibhi).
Analysis and interpretation get an importance only if the sentence and the
meaning it reveals non-differently in the mind are taken as indivisible units which
cannot be understood without analysis and interpretation of the parts in the context
of whole i.e. sentence and sentential meaning.

A sentence is clearto i. wise but cannot be understood by an ignorant without
analysis and interpretation in a piecemeal scheme.' Analysis and interpretation of it,
sometimes, is affected by our religious, cultural and other allegiances and, thus,
causes the problem of pluri-vocalness and, hence, misconceptions and
misunderstandings of meaning in the context of the text.

In order to present Bhart ~ hari's idea of interpretation with a contrast to
some western philosophers of Hermeneutics, let us start with their ideas for a clear
understanding of the science of interpretation.
Gadamer takes interpretation useful for revival of something which had
become alien and unavailable due to differences in language and in cultural settings.

In very brief, he takes it, specially, as a method for deciphering text having literal
and theological meanings. The meaning of a particular text must be interpreted in a
way so that it could be understood in the context of a whole and this refers to the
ideal of !Iermeneutic circle. A part, according to this circle, becomes intelligible
only in the context of a whole and equally our understanding ofthe whole (unity of
meaning of the text as a whole) depends upon culminating understanding of the
parts.
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Dilthey defined philosophy as a condition of interpretation of human
experiences, According to his methodological principle, in

orQ*to~rstand

an

expression we must systematically explore the contextin whictllt~dS":~~ample
to understand a religious movement or a philosophical doctrine better we ~~t'felate
it with the climate ofthe opinion and the social condition ofthe time. For ex~le in
order to understand Spinoza's philosophy better we have to keep the background of
the rise of scien~e ~d the conflict between different religio~in~th and 17th
century Europe m mind.

.

Observing Hermeneutics as the equilibrium ofunderstanding in which subject
and object poles of interpretation are reciprocally related Husserl considers
interpretation useful for grasping an intentionality other than our own and for grasping
a foreign intentionality in such a manner that it can ente r into the life-world of
subject.
Ricoeur took interpretation as the work of thought which consists in
deciphering the hidden meaning in the appearent meaning, in unfolding the levels of
meaning implied in the literal meaning. There is interpretation where there is multiple
meaning and it is interpretation that the plurality of meaning is made manifest. He
very nicely clarifies that pluri-vocal character ofsymbols leads to the thesis ofplurality
of interpretation which consequently leads plurality of self-understanding.
Schleirmacher, as interpreter of Ricouer, takes interpretation as an act of
avoiding misunderstanding and thus unaveiling the correctnes ofunderstanding. The
basic presupposition ofearly hermeneutics is that interpretation is determined by the
context of that which is to be interpreted but Schleirrnacher finds the unity of
hermeneutics not in context but in procedure of understanding. Totality is not in
parts but the parts according to him exist for thewhole.
A text, for a Bhartr harian , is not confined to written scripts which are
only instruments for bounding the text, A text is not always concerned with a specific
scociology and history even if in a written form. A text is a given thought, a perpetual
being which is revealed in its different decipherings and writings. As a thought it is
perpetually significant for all times and places, it is a cognitive being and can be
interpreted in different context.
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So far the text and its expressive or primary meaning is concerned both of

them are flashes and are non-different as the latter is non-differently revealed by the

former, The meaning non-differently revealed by the text is a popular meaning and
there the problem of interpretation does not arise as it is directly by the text. The
problem arises only if 
1.

The expressive meaning is not revealed and the expressive meaning is
not revealed directly to one who can understand it only through piece
meal scheme.

2.

If the speaker uses the language for meanings different from the
expressive meaning. Moreover, one is not wise enough to know the
intention of the user.

3.

If the different interpretations of the text are differing and misguiding.

4.

If one tries to understand a particular text in a different context.

Interpretation in all the aforementioned conditions is not only significant but
also inevitable for a clear understanding of a text. The conditions from one to four
will be discussed in due course in the contextofcontextual meaning ofa text. Presently,
I confine my observations to the relevance ofinterpretation in case ofthe first condition.

1.

The expressive meaning of a sentence is indivisible and those who can understand
it only through piece-meal scheme cannot understand the indivisible directly.
The interpretation through word meaning is only instrumental in the manifestation
ofthe sentence. Manifested thus it reveals the sentential-meaning non-differently.
While interpreting the expressed meaning, an interpreter is required to be free
from his religious, cultural and other allegiances namely physiological,
psychological, and ontological. Ifotherwise, the expressive meaning will not be
interpreted to the extent of clear and distinct revelation of it.

11.

The sentence expresses an universal individualized while a word conveys a
general universal. The interpretation ofa sentential-meaning through the word
meanings in some cases causes misunderstanding. Separate from a sentential
meaning the interpretation through word-meanings may provide a meaning
different from the sentential - meaning. We may clarify the fact by putting an
example

given

by
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smiravijayira hkanthamulammurarirdigriGgariiJr11'nadamalanrJ
sibnanji
.
.
.

gandasthdani . Adyapyurvivalaya

tilakal syamalimnanuliplanyudbhas

antevadadhavalitam kim yas'obhistvadiyai h '. The meaning ofthe verse
through word-meanings is an abuse (that the glory of the king has whitened
nothing) while it, in case ofa sentence, is a praise (that the glory ofthe king has
glorified everything and those not glorified are so because of their own nature).
ni.

If a text is iterpreted through the meaning of words and if any word of the text
is left unnoticed, not only the expressive but even the contextual-meaning ofthe
sentence may also be inversed.

iv.

Interpretation through derivation ofwords, sometimes, leads to a deviation from
the expressive-meaning and, hence, to misconception and misunderstanding.
While interpreting
meaning through derivation, the root of the word must be
\
taken out first and then be interpreted in the light of the text. The derivation
must not be arbitrary as it in that case would deviate the interpreters mind fr~m
the text.

However, an interpreter of the textshould have following rules in the mind while
interpreting the text through analysis - synthesis device.

1.

The sentence, according to grammarians, in general, and

Bhart~ hari,in

particular, denotes an action primarily. The primacy ofaction must be protected
in an interpretation. If, otherwise, the meaning of the sentence will be deviated
from its purpose. Bhart ~ hari has given a number ofstatements from the Veda.
For clarifying the issue, I shall take only two of them, particularly- i.

vrlhi ~

yajeta and ii. Khadire baddhandti. He is of the view that the word 'vrthi~'
and 'khadire' denote rice and wood post of catechu respectively but if vrihi ~
and catechu wood-post are not available, respective actions denoted by those
statements will not be performed and, thus, there will be a violation ofthe Vedic
command. But this may not occur ifthese words are taken to denote universal.

In the case the provision of a substitute can easily be made and the violation of
the Vedic commandment can easily be checked.
2.

A command may be in singular number but it should not be confused that it is
concerned only with a particular person, place or thing and is useless in context
of other persons, etc; because a command is applied universally to all persons,
places and things in the same time. For example, the word Briihma ,!Q in the
sentence ' Brdhman ah na hanydt ' is in singular number and if taken separately
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it means a single indivdual Brahmin that is 'kill the Brahmins except one'.
This will also be a violation of the spirit of the command. 'Brahmins should
not be killed' can be the true spirit of the command under example only if
universal is taken as the meaning of words. Similarly, the word' kakebhyo 'in
the expression' kakebhyo rak ~ yatiim sarpi

'4

does not mean mere crows but

all those who can destroy curd and this sense is possible only if universal (all
the destroyers of the curd) is taken as the meaning of the words.
3.

Interpretation of words should be made in the context of sentence. If, otherwise,
the interpretation, based on words independently of a sentence may result in
opposition, inversion or deviation from the context,

(B) In section, (A) we have discussed some points in relation to the revelation of
expressive meaning of the text and we have seen that text cannot be interpreted
because of words without a context due to their pluri-vocal character. The
problem of interpretation significantly arises in cases of pluri-vocalness of the
words. Let us observe Bhartrhari's interpretation of contextual meaning of a
text. In the connection it has to be kept in mind that Bhart: hari , unlike the
rhetorics of India and to some extent the schools of Nyaya , Mimansa and
Advaita-Vedanta, does not accept the concept of triad of powers ( abhidhd ,

lak ~ a 1'} a and

vyanjana) in a word. He is allergic to the notion ofthese powers

and their function in interpreting synonymous and polysememic words and is of
the view that synonyms and polysernic situations can well be met only on the
basis of expressive power of a word, which illuminates all meanings namely
expressive, intended and non-intended. He is well aware of the fact that
interpretation gets inevitable significance in cases of synonym and polys erne in
language, as they demand interpretation in the context of expressive meaning,
which serves as the basis of other meanings - intended and non-intended. Let us
observe his interpretation of synonyms.
Sononyms, according to Bhartrhari, are all different words expressive of
different meanings. For example, synonymous words Agni, Vahni and Purohita
are used generally for a single meaning 'fire' but they as Bhartr hari observes
are separate words expressing their own meanings. The word 'Agni' denotes
that which transforms everything, offered in it, in its own form. The word 'Vahni'
is used for conveying a sense of that which carries offerings for the deities and
the word 'Purohita' is used for denothing that which is kept always ahead in all
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religious performances. Nevertheless, ignoring these differences involved in the
use of these words, it is generally assumed that all of these words refer to the
same substance "fire". 5

.,.'IiI ·'t . ." , -.

,\'\-~, h.;, ;,

'>,

Now coming to observe Bhartrhari's method oft]Jretatioi1:o:Fmultiple

.

'~'['

.-,\

meanings of a words, it can be said that he, l. ~(lik,e'a phil~rher of
Hermeneutics, when takes a concept for

interpr~1ion,

putsforthdifferent

interpretations of the theorists popular at his time~lyses .them 'aJi;d access
them separately to clarify as to how these interpretation are suc~essful in
approaching these concepts and to unveil those problems left unnoticed by those
interpretations. He ultimately furnishes his own verdict based on interpretation
ofthe concept as revealed by language in communication. For example he has
furnished at least twelve sort oftheories defining the word meaning, eight sorts
oftheories defining sentence and six sorts of theories definingsentential meaning.
He analyses and examines their merits and demerits and finally provides his
own view on them. These different theories put forth for observing the concepts
given in a history concerning different systems popular at his time. Different
theories according to his own holistic view are different interpretation of the
concepts, which are ultimately of awareness in nature. Some interpretations are
based on syntactical approach, some others are semantically and still some
others try to accommodate both of the approaches. Finally he comes to the
point that they all are interpretation of the concept which is a cognitive being
revealed directly by the language. More interpretation of it is possible because
ofits cognitive nature and all those interpretations are instrumental in clarifying
the concept and providing with the wisdom in making the concept apprehended
in its clarity and distinctness. On the issue of utility of observing a concept
through differentinterpretation he very boldly writes" Prafiid vivekam labhate

bhinnairdgam

dars'anai h .

Kiyadvd

s'akyamunnetum

svatarko

anudhavatd . (What excellence one can achieve by going through the

interpretation of one's allegiance. The observation of different interpretations
helps in providing with wisdom.)" Viewing Bhart rhari' s method of
interpretation of polysemic or multiple meaning of a word in a contextual
structure we find that he has approached the problem in the light of different
theories chiefly categorized in three, an account of which is given as follows:-'
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The view of s'abdaekatvavddins :- According to the view same word by

s'adopacdra and anhopacdra conveys different meanings.
(a) S 'adopacd.ra :- The same word used for different meanings is taken different
conveyors ofthose meanings with the differences of popularity and unpopularity
of'the use. The word, in those cases, does not actually change or become many
if treated differently through the ground of its popular and unpopular uses.

(b) Arthopacdra :- At par with s'abdopacara , this theory, in order to aviod
an irregular relation between a word and meaning, accepts two sorts of
arthopacara by which meaning of the same word is treated differently.
(i) Svarupopaciira :- The cause of many of a word is the attribution of the

form (meaning) to some other form with some similarity and, thus, the meaning
of a word is changed or reversed. The primary or secondary of the meanings of
the word is decided on the basis of popular and unpopular or expressive and
attributed use of the form of the word.
(ii) Vdhydrthopacdra :- The word expresses universal, which, in an intended

use, is imposed on other universals and individuals by some similarity. The
word, in those cases, remains the same. It's meanings is treated differently.

2.

17,eview of s'abdanii.nii'tvavddins :- Unlike s' abdaekatvavadins, the theorists
of this view accept plurality of the word at par with the plurality of meanings.
For example, the word 'cow' is an independent expresser of the meaning
'cowness' and is separate from the word 'cow' used for a cowherd (vahika).
The difference, according to this theory, is real and the unity of these words is
imagined by resemblance due to some similarity. The primary and secondary of
them is decided on the basis ofpopularity and unpopularity ofthe use of words.

3.

Holistic view of Vdkyas'abdavddins :- According to the holistic view of
Bhart ~ hari a unit or a complete meaning is expressed by the sentence which
is of awareness character. A letter or a word if, in a certain case a complete
meaning (extincting the expectancy of a complete meaning (extincting the
expectancy ofa complete meaning) is revealed by them also serves as a sentence.
The words are an outcome of artificial analysis of the indivisible sentence and
then their meanings for grammatical purpose are decided. The analysis of an
indivisible, for Bhart ~ hari, is only a remedy for making the indivisible
understandable to beginners but the parts acquired by analysis are considered
real for grammatical purposes. The parts, as they express their indivisible
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meanings, are also indivisible units,though, they for grammatical purpose are
also divided in roots and suffixes, prefixes, etc. and their meanings are decided
accordingly.
According to Bh:l.rt: hari the wordis naturaI~' fit to express several meanings
like a lamp which illuminates several objects desiredor undesiredofwhichthat
which is directly revealed is the expressed (Mukhjiirtha) and, hence, primary
and other meanings which are known by imposition ofthe primary meaning is
intended or secondary and those non-intended are known by closeness to the
expressive meaning. We have clearlydiscussed the expressive meaningearlier
and, hence, requireno repetition. Thecontext presently is to discussthe contextual
meanings orpluri-vocal words in regard to which interpretation gets high
significance. Bhart r hari has discussed different rules of differenttheories in
course ofdiscussing contextual meaning ofwords, an account or which is given
as follows :
1. Arthaprakarapas'abdiintarasanniddhiina (Purpose, situation-context and
proximity with another word) :- Extinction of expectancy for a complete
meaning is accomplished through or interpretation of meanings of word is
required to be done in view of these factors. Taese factors also help us to
determine the cognitionofthe intention involved in using the word. For example
the meaningdull and stupidperson( vahika ) of the word'cow' in the expression
, gaul? pustaleam pa!han' is accomplished by meansofthe purpose (referring
a dull and stupid vahika) situationcontext(reading)and with the proximity of
another word (Pustaleam). It is by interpretation through these rules that we
determinethe meaning 'person' ofthe word cowin the context ofthe expression
, Gau I? pustaleam pat han '.

2.

Nimitti (base and based relation) :- Primary or expressed meaning for the
theorists accepting this rule of interpretation is the base of those meanings on
which it is imposed and the primaryand secondaryofthe meanings are decided
on the basis of popularity and unpopularity of the use of words. Bhart~hari
has criticizedthis critierionas unsteady for deciding the contextual meaning for
in many cases the word is usedin primary sense in both of the meanings of the
word. For example the words arnta and purii are equally used in sense of far
and near both of the meanings of these words are primary.
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3. More or less of the properties of the objects indicated by the word
(Nyuniidhikyabhiiva ) :- Those who accept external objects as the denotation
of words consider the sense of more or less of the properties of the objects
indicated by the word as a rule of interpretation of the primary and secondary
meaning in a contextual frame. For example, there is indication of more properties
of cow when the word is used for the animal 'cow' but conveys a secondary
meaning when the word 'cow' is used for a cowherd (vahika ). Bhart rhari
finds this criterion as unsteady and unreliable as in some cases conveyance of
less of properties is regarded popular and more of properties as unpopular and
it is difficult to decide the degrees of properties by the word itself and, finally,
the words neither denote degree nor there is a context of degree in all of its uses.

4.

Similarity :- A word, according to this theory is pluri-vocal either by the powers
vested in them or by exclusion of differences and resemblance. It, for
Bhart r hari , is pluri-vocal because of imposition ofthe expressive meaning of
the word on other meanings by similarity and even dissimilarity based on
perception, inference, etc.

5.

Viparyaya (Inversion) :- In some contextual uses a word is used for an inverted
meaning, Pu ~ yaraja has mentioned inversion by imposition (adhyaropa ) and
it by identification (adhyvasaya ). According to his interpretation inversion by
identification of the meaning with an other meaning may be the ground for a
change of meaning but may not be the ground for a distinction of primary and
secondary signification because no occasion is left if inverted meaning is identical
to the primary meaning. There is occasion for difference between the two and,
hence, for similarly in case of inversion by impostion.

6.

Rupas'akti :- The words are fixed in a fixed form and potency for a fixed
action. If the word is used with the consideration of riipa- (form) and s' akti
(action) both, the meaning the word expresses is primary.

7.

The words popular in their froms, for example, the words gau ~ ,yusmat, mahat,
if added with suffixed ' cvI ' conveys secondary and without ' cvI ' it expresses
primary meanings.

8.

Generally, it is taken that the word ifused for a popular meaning conveys primary
and the meaning known by imposition ofthe primary is secondry. But the case
is different in case of name-words. Clearifying his position on name-words
Bhart r hari remarks it is not true to say that as the from ofthe words changes
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with the difference of causes (Nimitta) there should be augment of sut with the
word Haris' chadra ~ (name of a prehistoric sage) but there is no case of
augment of sut (s' ) if the word is used for an individual named (other than the
sage) and, thus, the form of the word should be Harichandra. According to
him, there is augment of sut (s' ) if the Harishchandra is used for a name of a
prehistoric sage and the 'sut' remains with the word even ifthe word is used for
human individual. The word used for the sage is popular and, hence, conveys
primary meaning while it for human individual is secondarily used.

(c) Niintariyakiirthas (Non-intended meanings) :- Apart from primary and
secondary meanings Bhart r hari has discussed a third category of meanings
known as nantarTyakartha, They are called so because they are known by
nearness or closeness of the primary meaning of the word and because they,
different from intedend meanings are known by interpretation of cases where
the primary and secondary meanings ofthe word are not conductiveto a particular
uses as we find mostly in satirical, poetrical and ironical uses of the language.
Specific rules for interpreting non-intended meanings and determination of
their and secondary status in uses: Bhart r hari has given at least four different
rules for interpreting non-intended meanirigs, an acount of which is given as
follows:
Gu '! apradhanatiiviparyaya (Inversion of primary and secondary meanings):

In some uses, the sense of primary and secondary ofthe meanings of a word is
not ex..peeted, and, thus, the gender, number, person, tense, etc., are exchanged.
For example, the word 'divyati' in the expression ' Ak ~ aira divyati' is used in
present tense, first person, singular number, but, as there is no expectancy of
primary and secondary, its meaning is exchanged for any number, person etc.
which are not_e},.1>ected in the use' Ak ~aira divyati', This exchanged number,
etc. is nantariyakartha.
According to vaiyakara~as, the meaning of the verb is considered as primary
and thesecondary meaning ofthe words' ak ~ ilea ' and 'dtvyati' inthe expression
, Ak ~ aira dtvyati", there is inversion ofmeaning ofthese words. In other words,
the verb (divyati) in expression' Ak saira divyati' is secondary and the agent
(Ak sika -the person who plays with dice), is primary. As agent is primary in
the use and verb is secondary, there is exchange of primary and secondary
meanings which results out of non-expeetancy of the primary and secondary
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meanings ofthewords Cik sika (agent) and divyati (verb) Thus, themeaning of
a word which is not expected in a use is taken as nantarfyakartha of that
word.

2.

Padd.rthaikades'Iivivak s

a (Non Expectancy ofa part ofmeaning) :

Just as a fish-eater, though he eats the flesh up and throws the scales and thorns
of fish out, does not bring a fish without its scales and thorns inseparably
associated with fish, similarly, the word expresses its primary meaning and
other meanings like gender, number, person, time etc., which are not expected
in the use of the word, are also known on account of close proximity with
primary meaning for which a word is considered naturally fit.

3.

Sakalapadiirthiivivak ~ a. (Non-Expectancy of the complete meaning of the
word) :
The word expresses its Primary meaning. In some uses this expressive meaning
is not expected (avivak sita ). In such cases, the meaning associated with the
primary meaning is taken as the meaning ofthe word. For example, the primary
meaning of the word 'Ardha H ':asvam' (half of a short vowel) in the sutra

"Tasyddita

udattamardha~rsvam',

is not expected, and, so the non-stated

rneaning-Matra-long and prolonged vowel apart from short vowel, is taken as
the meaning of the word.

4.

Upiittapadd.rtha'paritydgen aivii'nyii.rthopalak ~ '! a :
In some uses, though the primary meaning of the word is not given up, other
non-stated meanings inseparably conected with the primary meaning are
understood by implication made on the basis ofprirnary meaning of the word.
For example, the primary meaning ofthe word 'sun' in the expression 'gantavyam

d ': s'yatd.m surya ~ (see, the departing sun), is not given up but non-stated
meaning 'time' (connected with sun), is understood by implication

(llpalak s.a,!a). Similarly, Upaghiitaka sdmdnya (destroyers in general-cat,
dog, etc.) is the ndntariyakiirtha known by implication made on the basis of
the expressive meaning of the word 'crow' used in the expression' Kdkebhyo

rak shyatdm sarpi' (protect the curd from crows). In some cases, many
meanings-non-expected, non-stated but closely connected with the primary
meaning ofthe word, are understood. For example, washing the plates, cleaning
the pots & hands, etc., though non-stated by the word 'eat' in the expression

, Bhojanamasyopddyatdm? (give food to him), are also understood as they are
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accessories to and, hence, closely connected with serving food.
General Rules for deciding the meaning of a word in a sentence:
Apart from the rules and factors, mentioned in earlier pages, for the
determination of intended and non-intended meanings of a word in a text,
Bhart ~ hari , for the first time in the history of philosophy, has furnished more
than fifteen factors for determination ofcontextual meaning in cases ofambiguity

and plurality ofmeaning ofa word. Perhaps, these factors containing syntactical,
semantical, psychological and grammatical elements were popular at his time
among different theorists of meaning and Bhart ~ hari has given a comprehensive
list comprising them., as they all are important in context ofdetermining contextual
meaning. Almost all later philosophers belonging to different schools have
borrowed some or other factors for determining meaning from Bhart ~ hari'list .
The verses enumerating those factors read as follows :Valeyat prakara ~ adarthadaucityad des' akalata ~ , S'abdartha ~ pravibhajy
ante na riipadeva

kevalat.

Artha ~ prakara ~ am
Samarthyamauciti

Sansargoviprayogas'casahcaryamvirodhita ,

lingam
des'ah

s' abdas - yanyasya

kalo

vyaktih.

svarjidayah. ,

sannidhi I). .
S'abdartha

syanavacchede vis'esasmrtihetavah. (vp. 314-116.)8
•

0

0

There is no problem for the determination of meaning ofa word in a sentence
if we confined to the expressive or primary meaning ofthe word. The problem
arises only if the expressive meanings is not conducive in that use. The secondary
and tertiary (nantari - yakartha ) meaning ofthe words are decided on the basis' .
either of imposition of the primary or by its nearness to it respectively. What
specific intended or non-intended meaning in a given use is to be taken is decided
on the basis of those aforementioned factors. Evaluating the nature and the
function performed by those determinants, it can well be said that they comprise
Syntactical, semantical, grammatical and psychological elements useful for
determining the contextual meaning. Moreover, meaning, for hm, is always the
meaning of a word and other factors are only instrumental in determining the
meaning of a word in a context. Context, for Bhart r hari is not a meaning
expressing unit, though it helps in the determination ofthe contextual-meaning.
Thus Bhart r hari' s philosophy of contextual meaning of a word should not be
observed from the point of view of Naiyiiyikas or from the western view of
contextual-meaning which consider context in some cases as a meaning
conveying force.
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Interpretation as a philosophical problem invites ourattention towards the
idea oflanguage and meaning because ofthe reason that a text, for a philosopher,
is confined to the language and its meanings. Now the point for our consideration
is to observe what idea oflanguage and meaning makes interpretation legitimately
possible. This problem has been left unnoticed by the Hermeneutic circle of
west. There are chiefly two sorts of thinking about language and meaning.
1. That language is that which stands by proxy for the things meant. It is the
reference to a referent where a referent indicated by language is meaning. The
followers of this view take the text as ideal, a transcendental signified. In case
of a text as a transcendental signified the interpreter may approach the text
approximately but not exactly because the former is an ideal for an interpretation.
What the interpretations tell is not the transcendental signified but as it appears
to us and thus the problem ofa difference of reality and appearance arises. One
cannot deny the possibility of subjectiveness in interpretation also. In such a
circumstances the interpretation may be the interpretation in the context of a
text but not of the text as such.
2. That language is expressive by nature. It expresses first itself (when
manifested by language-tokens which are instrumental in the manifestation only)
and then reveals its meaning non-differently in the mind. It is easy to observe
that the text in this theory is revealed in the mind and then we interpreted that,
which is revealed, to make it clearly apprehensive to other. In this view the
problem ofdifference ofreality and appearance does not arise because the being
of interpretation and the interpreted being both are cognitive in nature. It is the
theory with which Bhart r hari is concerned.

In this regard it is necessary to clarify that the problem is not to interpret the
context but to interpret the meaning in context of a text. A context, for
Bhart r hari , is not the meaning oflanguage but an ultra virus. However, it help
in our search of meaning in life world. The interpretation of a text in a socio
historical and psychological mode of reflection is not a philosophical activity,
though it may be of a high significance for those disciplines as those mode of
reflections may be subjective and controversial. A philosophical reflection is
neither subjective nor objective but cognitive in the sense that it is a reflection
on those modes of reflection also. The search ofmeaning, revealed by the text
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through the context of different interpretations given in,~~tciyi-j~ a
philosophical activity not because it is concerned with

socicl~h~:
his~oric~
,a
''\

vindication of the meaning but because ofthe interpretation '?t it as-revealed by
the text and its different interpretations. It is a

philosopht~al ~ctivity ~i~:i~

concerned with the interpretation of the cognitive being

of~~~~.As i(is a

cognitive being there is all and open possibility to interpret the ~ being
with different allegiances and without allegiances and all are significant in their
concern but all are not philosophical. Only the interpretation ofthetext without
any allegiance is philosophical as it discloses the being as figured in the mind
by text, I do not hesitate in saying that interpretation with religious or cultural
allegiances are philosophically blind to see the text and are not cognitive. It is to
note here that it is not true to say that all sorts of interpretation are cognitive
and that a cognitive interpretation is not lively and sharing the life- world. Even
ifa religion or cultural text is given to us, we, as a philosopher, have a different
vocation- different from those involved in objective and subjective mode of
reflections in which the object is an ontic entity whether subjective or objective.
This does not mean that we underestimate or do not mind the socio-historical
values intertwine with language. We give them due place not as a context but as
given virtue oflanguage ofhuman communities.Communication is accomplished
by language itself free from and independently of our allegiances. It is our
allegiances that causes the problem of pluri-vocalness of it and, hence, of
their interpretation in a context of a text or of a situation. Here in order to

r

justify my point I am providing, here below, an example given by Bhart hari

in the light 9fhis commentator Helar~a "Gantavyam d r s'yatdm siirya~"
(see, the departing sun)". The expressive meaning ofthe sentence is quite clear
to all, the speaker and the hearer, but it is due to different allegiances that some
may mean a great man is died, a student may mean 'It is time to give his study
a rest, to dancer it may mean the time to get prepared for her performance and

to a cowherd it is high time to herd the cows in and so on. Now the question to
a hermeneutic philosopher - are all ofthe meanings to the sentence 'thesun has
set' taken by different persons not in the contextofthe text? Are all the meanings
not in the context ofdifferent allegiances? Ifthey answer the former question in
positive, there will be no possibility of uncovering of a determinate meaning..
Any attempt in this way will give birth to a controversy. Ifthe latter question is
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replied in yes the purpose of interpretation in the context of a text will itself be
defeated,
Interpretation of a text does not mean exactly that it is an activity to show
that latter meanings are implication of the former of that interpretation has to
relate the latter with the former or that they are imposition of the latter.
Interpretation, for a Bhart r harian , is a cognitive activity by which attempt is
made to approach distinctly the popular meaning and the meanings on which it
is alleged i.e. the expressive and the hidden meanings of the text and even so on
the basis of the being as figures in the mind by language (text). This cognitive
interpretation, being a reflection on the beings of the text as revealed in the
mind by it, is a philosophical activity on one hand and as it approaches the
being in the context of the text it includes the vindication of meaning of life
\

. world on the other hand.

r

Bhart hari is well aware of t ~ e freedom ofhuman mind in using the language
in different ways. The freedom of mind in using the language in different senses
is possible not only by the power ofmind or by three different powers (abhidha,
laksana and vyanjana ) in a word as Rhetorics assume but because of
expressive nature of language. The language reveals a number of meanings out
of which that which is directly revealed in the mind is primary while those
known by implication of it are secondary meanings. The meaning which is
neither primary nor secondary but know by the nearness ofthe primary is non
intended meaning of words. Thus in order to interpret the pluri-vocalness of
words we would not require to accept the three powers, vested in a word, out of
which the second power operates when the first power is not conducive and the
third power operates when the second is not conducive. It is very difficult to
decide which one is operative in a case and in every verbal cognition there will
be dependency on deciding the operative power first and then to cognize and
this leads to conclusion that verbal cognition is indirect or by memory or by
inference. We will involve in the problem of deciding the operative powers
(s'akti ) and justification for them. They are not established in their own ground

and the word, being confined only to verbal utterances/noises will not be cognitive
base ofthem. These all problems do not arise if we interpret the pluri-vocalness
ofwords only on the basis ofverbal-eognition as figured in the mind by the text
and their intended and non-intended meanings having the expressive meaning of
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the word as substratum of them. This theory is successful not only in
distinguishing the philosophical hermeneutics from other sorts of it on one hand
but also in establishing interpretation as a cognitive activity par excellence on
the other hand.
The text, according to him, is eternal truths of awareness in nature. It is
received directly by the seers who for the welfare of the world community
imparted them orally to their pupils and the process of imparting continuously
formed a tradition. The purpose ofinterpretationis to bring out the meaningof
the text followed continuously by the tradition.
Expressing his resentment over some of the sm pis misinterpretingthe text
and somehow or the other forming a tradition of their own Bhart r hari says
that such sm r tis resulted out of the mala fide intention and allegiance of the
author ofthe sm r tis. The sm r tis some times seem contradictory on the same
issue. For example, some author of smr ti forbid killing of a Brahmin as it
causes demerit while some others prescribe killing of a Brah min as essential
in the Purusameha sacrifice as it promotes to heavenly abodes. TIle reason, as
he says, is the allegiance ofthe malignantauthor of the sm r ti to his incendiary
longings.
Explaining the differencebetweenthe s'rutis (text) andthe sm r tis (probably
interpretation) Bhart r hari acceptsthat there iseternity, inthe senseof continuity
of the meanings of both. However, he notices following differences between
them.
1.There is no part inthe s'ruti . It is indivisible knowledge havingno sequence
of verbal-noises and letters in all the times and spaces whiie smr tiyiin are
interpretations of the former on the basis of whole-part division.'?
2. S'rutiyiin are authorless; they are knowledge revealedin the minds ofthe
seers while sm r tiyan are authored either in the form of poetry or of prose on
the basis of the knowledge ofthe favor and contact of the meaning ofthe words
and the indications lying in the Vedas."
3. S'rutiyan are the seer's knowledge and the seers are free all sorts of .
allegianceswhile this is not exactlythe same incase of different sm r tis as their
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authors are not free from religious, cultural and other sorts of allegiances.
So far the authencity of the knowledge by the srutiyan and

sma rtiyan is

concerned Bhart ~ hari has clarified the issue on the basis of an example of the
. knowledge by Apabhrans'as in cases of which the correct word is revealed
first in the mind after hearing them and then the meaning is revealed non
differently by the correct word. The use of incorrect words may also have a
tradition and the meaning may also be knownby them but in every case the use
of the correct form of the word is recommended by Indian grammarians for the
sake not only of knowing the meaning for which the word is used in the tradition
of the grammarians but for acquiring merit by using the word as it is used in the
tradition of seers (S'i ~tas). Seers' use of the words is free from religious,
cultural and other allegiances on one hand and is based on the world of
communication on the other hand. No meaning, no interpretation is well founded
and well established if it not based on communication or if it contradicts the
communication. Communication is accomplished even by incorrect uses but in
those cases, as Bhart ': hari thinks, the real or correct form of the word is
revealed first by the utterances of the incorrect forms and then its meaning is
revealed by it non-differently.
The meaning of the text, for Bhart ': hari , is that which is revealed directly by
it in the mind and, thus, a veridical cognition. As it is directly revealed- being
there is no possibility of any confusion and fear of confusing verbal cognition
as memory or inferential cognition. A text is a revealed being, a complete unit
of awareness in nature. Different interpretations of it are required to help those
who can understand it only through them. The text is a underlying unity or a
cognitive base ofthe device ofinterpretations through which an interpreter tries
to make the text understandable to those who can understand it only in a context.
Thus, the theory provides a cognitive basis not only ofinterpretation of the text
but of a proper estimation of language in a cognition by taking revealed beings
as its object and acquirement of wisdom as its aim.
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Notes and References
1. For a detailed account of nature and role of grammatical-analysis, see my
paper entitled ' Bhart r hari on grammatical analysis' Darshana International,
Vol. XXXX, No. 1-4, Moradabada, V.P.
2. According to Bhart r hari's philosophy all words generally mean universal
but can be interpreted to mean individual or universal as per the context. The
contextual meaning ofa word must be decided in the context of the sentence so
as to preserve the unity of the textual meaning. For a detailed account of the
issue see my paper entitled ' Bhart r hari on single-word expressions and
subordinate sentences'. Indian Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. XXI~ No.2, April
1997, PP 197-216.
3. Pii n yaraja quotes this verse on Vp. 2/247.
4. VP. 2/312.
5. For a clear account of Bhart r hari' s interpretation of synonymous words
see, my paper entitled ' Bhart r hari philosophy of relation between the word
and the meaning' JICPR, Vol. XI, No.2, Jan - April 1994, PP. 50-51.
6. Vfikyapadiya , 2/484.
7. The account given here is based on Vjikyapadiya 2/250-312.
8. A brief account of some factors mentioned in those verses is given here
\

below:
i) Vakyat (Sentence) - The syntactical structure of the complete sentences

comprising words-nominal, verbs, means, etc; is interpreted as a synthesis
ofqualified and qualifiers and 'whether a word in a sentence stands in capacity
of a qualifier or of a qualified' is decided on the basis of the sentence. This
is what Bhart ':hart, perhaps, wants to say by the use ofthe term' vCikyCit '.
In order to make the point clear Pu t:l yaraja , his commentator, has given the
example of the word, .bht ~ ma ' used in the sentence.

It

Ka ~ am karoti

bhi smamudiiram dars'aniyam (He makes a splendid and charming mat).
The word' bhf.~ lila ' in the sentence under example is not used a substantive
but as an adjective, which qualifies the accusative 'mat' (a qualifier of the
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action 'karoti'). Similarly theword'karma' is generally used for (action but
'in the given siitra (sentence)' Karma I'} idviti yd (Pa ry. ini 2/3/2) it stands
for accusation' is decided by the sutra itself.
ii) Prakara J.l a (context): According to Mimiinsakas , the context helps in
the implication of the meaning for which the word is not spoken, but,
according to the Vaiyakaran as , context is not a meaning conveying, rather,
a meaning conveying unit, for them, is a word. The meaning 'pidhehi ' or

'udagha ~ aya ' is known by the word' dvdram ' in accordance with context
(Vp. 2/334). In vyakara ry. a the meaning ofthe word' kara I'} a' in the siitra

, kart ~ kara I'} yost ~ tiya ' (Pa ry. ini 2/3/18) is 'a means to an action' and if
the word is used in the context of 's'ahda

vai r kalahdbhra

ka nvameghebhya h kara ne (Pary.ini 3/1/17)'.
iii) Aucitya (Propriety) : Fitness of the use of the word in a sentential
structure helps to determine the meaning of the word. (Pu J.l yaraja 2/216).
He gives the example of the verse" yas'ca nimb am paras/Imam

yas'cainam madhusarpi ~'a yas'cainam gandhamiilydbhyam , sarvasva
kat ureva sa ~ " It is propriety ofthe means-respectively an axe, honey and
flower-garland on the basis of which they are taken as associated with their
respective actions - cuts, irrigates and offers. The meaning ofthe verse under
example is a condemnation of a mean person and this condemnation is known
by the propriety of the use of the words in that very syntactical structure.
iv) Des' a (place) :- in some cases word indicating place serves as a
determinant of the contextual meaning of a word. For example, the word

, dwdrikiiydm ' in the expression" Hari ~ dwarikiiyam' helps in deciding
the meaning ofthe word Hari as Krish ry. a , the hero of the epic Mahiibhiirata
the kingdom of whom was Dwarika . Even when the particular place is not
indicated in an expression the indication by direction helps to locate the
meaning. For example, the particular place in the expression' Mathllraya ~

prdciniidndi ciniidvii nagaradagacchami' is not mentioned but the
mention of direction 'North-East from Mathurii helps to determine the
meaning of the word' nagariit . as Pataliputra
particular place in the North-East of Mathura .
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v) Kala (Time) :- The meaning of the word' patanga ' in the expression

,Dr: s'yatd.m

patanga ~ , is sun if the expression is addressed in daytime

otherwise a grosshopper if the same expression is uttered during night.
vi) Sansarga (Association) :- The meaning of a word is determined on the

basis ofthe meaning of another word associated with the former. For example,
the word 'dhenu' generally means a cow that gives milk. The same word
when used associated with other words, for example, sakis'ard dhenu,
savatsadhenu , sabarkarddhenu , sakarbhddhenu its meaning is decides
respectively as a mere, cow, she- goat and she- camel on the basis of its
association to ensuing words.
vii) Viprayoga (dissociation) :- Dissociation functions as a determinant
only in the cases where association is already restablished. For example the
meaning of word "dhenuh ' in the expressions like <akis'orddhenuh ' is
decided by the dissociation of different words linked with the word dhenu.
Again, if someone calls' avarkarddhenuh Eniyatiim ' (bring

:1

she-goat

without kid), the hearer takes it to be a command for bringing the' she goat'
without its kid.
viii) Siihacaryn (Resemblance) r- Resemblance means companionship. In
usual communications, the meaning 'ox' is know by its resemblance to word
"godvitiyam (next one of the class of the cow) when the sentence

godvitiyamanya ' is uttered.
ix) Virodha (Opposition) :- It is on the basis of opposition that the meaning
of the word 'Arjuna' in the expression ' Ramarjuna' is decided as
Paras'urdma ' who killed sahasrdrjuna and not Rdma , the hero of the

epic Ramayana.
x) Linga (indication) :- Pu ~ yaraja clarifies that the meaning ofthe word.

'akla h ' (wetted) in the expression' akta h s'arkard upadadhdtu ' (he
places wet pebbles round the sacrificial place) as wetted with clarified butter
is cognized on the basis of indication made in another expression 'Tejo vai

gil ': tam' (clarified butter is a glow).
xi) S'nbdiintara sannidhjina (Proximity of another word) :- The
meaning of a word is determined in some cases, on the basis of syntactical
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proximity ofitwith the word 'pathati (reads) in the expression 'gauh pathati',
xii) Samarthya (Capacity):- The meaning of the word 'ardham' (half), in
neuter gender (ardhamnapmi.sakam) (Par:ini 2/2/273), is determined as
equal division i samapravibhiiga ) but when used in masculine-gender as in
the expression 'Tad grdmasya ardham Labheta' 'its meaning on account
of its gender (Masculine) is cognized as a certain portion of the village
(gramaika des'amdtram ) but, if taken in neuter gender, it means'
<sampravibhiiga (equal division of the village).

xiii) Dvara (Accent) :- The accent of the word involved also helps in the
determination ofthe meaning ofthe word. For example; we take the popular
expression' Indras' atrurvardhasva '. If the accent is there on the former
word 'Indra,' it coveys the meaning- Indra, the killer-but if the accent is
there on the next word's'atru " it conveys the sense of the killer of Indra. '
Apart from these factors Bhart f hari has given a number ofgrammatical rules helpful
for decidingthe meaning ofa word. Derivation of roots/stems identification of prefixes,
suffixes also helps in the determination of the meaning of a word in a text. For
example, the word' as'va ' as a substantive means a horse but as a verb formed by
root' s'vi ' in past tense by the siitra "Tuos'vigativr ddhayoh ' means swelled or
increased. The identification of 'na' and "na ' in the words' prandyaka ' and
, pranayaka ' helps to decide their meanings as the place where the hero has gone'
and 'the agent of the action' respectively.
9- VP. 2/310.
10. Anddimavyavacchinndm s'ruttmiihurakart rkdm
S'i stairnibadhyamiind tu na vyavacchidyate smrtih , VP. 1/144.
11. AVibhagadviv,:tanamabhikhya svapnavacchrutau ,
Bhdvatattvam tu vijnaya lingebhyo vihitii smr ti h , VP. 1/145.
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In India, a wide variety of religions have always existed side by side since
centuries. Not only is India the birthplace of different religions, it is also the land
where religions from far and wide regions of the world have come and made their
places amongst others. It was more or less a peaceful co-existence of all faiths.
However, the scenario started changing rapidly, particularly in the twentieth century
with the outburst of large-scale communal riots. Under the present circumstances,
one ofthe questions that comes to the forefront is : Is religion the underlying cause of
communal outbursts? The present study attempts to get an answer through an analysis
of what religion actually means and what its relationship with communalism is.
The term religion is of Latin origin. The Latin term 'religio' denotes the
sense ofbinding together. In Indian (Hindu) context, the word 'Dharma' also conveys
the same meaning - dharayati iti dharma. Religion or Dharma binds people together.

It also provides them with a system of beliefs, rituals, institutions, traditions and a
sense of the sacred. The core of religion is its spirituality, its philosophy of life and
soul, and its quest for ultimate reality which is suprarational and metaphysical. This
very introduction makes it evident that communal approach does not even remotely
concern itself with such ideas. Communalism is involved with purely mundane issues
like political or economic interests. While religion represents only one aspect of
complex human life, communalism subscribes to the view that it is religion which
constitutes the identity ofpeople. The communalists claim that all other distinctions
ofpeople in respect ofsocial, cultural, political or linguistic issues are to be made on
the basis of their religion only. Hence the followers ofa religion, they preach, share
not only common religious beliefs, but also common secular interests, i.e. common
economic, political, social

and

cultural interests. Communalism thus starts with

separation of people on the basis of religion.
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On the other hand, no religion per se incorporates the feeling of separatism.

For example, there is a misconception about Islam that it is intolerant ofother faiths,
and encourages communal discord. However, if we go through the Quran meticulously,
we come across such verses as the following: "For every one of you we appointed a
law and a way. And if Allah had pleased he would have made you a single people,
but that he might try you in what he gave you. So vie with one another in virtuous."!
It can be explained as follows: Allah has made people with different ways and laws.
He did so because he wants to test whether people with divergences can live amicably
with each other. What matters is doing virtuous deeds, not assertion ofsuperiority of
one's faith, culture, creed or race. Hence Quran emphasizes unity ofmankind but not
uniformity. Quran also recognizes the importance of the approach for harmony in a
multi-religious society. So it says: "Say: We believe in Allah and in that which has
been revealed to us, and in that which was revealed to Abraham, and Ishemael and
Issac and Jacob and the tribes, and in that which was given to Mosses and Jesus .... ".2
We find the same line of thought in Hinduism also. The Upanishads which constitute
the very foundation of Hinduism unequivocally proclaim - Truth is one although
there are different interpretations of it (Ekam sad viprdh vahudhd vadanti).
Vivekananda provides us with a modem interpretation ofthe ancient vedantic
religion. In order to make it practical, he emphasizes the importance of morality and
moral behaviour. Religion for him means leading life in such a way that helps us to
manifest truth, goodness and beauty in our thoughts, words and deeds. Stripping
Hindu religion ofall its narrowness and rigidity, he lifts it to the status of a universal
religion. However, by universal religion, he does not mean an amalgam of the best
elements of the different religious systems. The import of his universal religion is
that one must stick to one's religion and yet feel the underlying bond ofunity among
all religions. In his view, the yogas constitute the practical means for attaining the
goal of religion. He clarifies that the practice of yogas does not ask you to deliver
your reason into hands of priests or to give your allegiance to any supperhuman
messenger. Yoga tells you to cling to your reason and to take the work in your own
hands. He shows that just as every physical science is a pursuit for exploring the
unity of all phenomena, similarly the search of religion is aimed at the unity of all
existence.
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We find similar direction in Radhakrishnan's view of religion. According to

him, the crucial feature of religion is a universality which embraces all view points.
This is not merely indifference to the many religions, but a tolerance which "follows
from the conviction that the Absolute Reality is a mystery of which no more than a
fraction has ever yet been penetrated."?
Thus we find the communal approach to religion as a mark of identity
asserting difference and separation to be diagonally opposite to the actual religious
approach which emphasizes the realization of unity in diversity.
There is hardly any instance of a truly religious person being intolerant of
other faiths or beliefs. Sri Ramakrishna says that a truly religious man should think
that other religions are also so many paths leading to the

Trotti.

That communalism has no necessary relation with religion becomes evident
from the following considerations. All of us know that there were many leaders of
the country who were deeply religious but nobody can blame them for having any
communal trend. On the other hand, there are outstanding examples ofsome political
leaders who espoused the communal cause, notwithstanding the fact that they had
very little to do with religious faith.
Even though religious symbols, mythology and terminology are widely used

in communal propaganda, communalists make no attempt at religious reform. They
are not in the least concerned with harmonizing religious beliefs with scientific
discoveries. Their sole interest is to mobilize the followers ofa faith against a usually
imaginary threat. For example, the study ofthe Bhiwandi riots of 1984 and the Pune
riots of 1982, carried out by the Centre for Rural Research and Industrial
Development, Chandigarh, reveals the following : "In Bhiwandi and Pune cities, the
generally prevailing impressions among the Hindus about the Muslims are: Islam is
devouring Hinduism. Islam is a militant religion .... Muslims want to numerically
outnumber Hindus through conversion and the violation of the small family norms
so as to establish another Pakistan in India.

Similarly, impressions which are prevalent among sections of the Muslim
group about Hindus in Bhiwandi and Pune are as follows: Except Islam, all religions
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are adulterated. Superstition is the nickname of Hinduism. Hindus are stingy and
moneyminded... "4
Such studies of different individual cases of communal riots brings to light
how by a skilful manipulation of the religious sentiments of a community, the
communalists try to achieve their

O\\'TI

political, economic and cultural aspirations.

" The communalist accent is on the separateness ofthe religious groups rather than on
the factors integrating them together as one people of the country. While religion as
a framework of values has the potentiality of bringing order to social life, it is being
used for just the opposite purpose by the communal ideologues.
TIle preceding analysis makes us aware that there is nothing wrong with
religion as such. Religion is what its followers make it to be. Just for instance, it is
the Hinduism of which Vivekananda was proud and declared so in front ofthe world
audience. Again it is the same Hinduism of which all of us feel ashamed after the
Gujarat violence which played havoc with the life, sentiment and property ofinnocent
people in the name of Hinduis-

1.

It has been observed in a recent article published in

The Times of India : "Religion has never been the root ofman's miseries. The problem
with man has been man. Religion is but an instrument; man its wielder.:" We have
had enough instances of such misuse ofreligion in our past history as well as present
times. Hence, before it gets too late, all of us should stand together and fight against
all those elements who are indulging in brutality and inhumanity in the name of
religion.
REFFERENCES
1. cited from Communalism and Communal Violence, edited by Asghar Ali Engineer,
p.159
2. ibid
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I propose to discuss the concept of social justice in a two-fold fashion and
hence the present paper is presented in two parts. The first part would consider the
concept in its empirical, culture-specific and historical contextuality. The second
part would address some conceptual or philosophical issues relating to the concept.
I

The two parts may be looked upon as complementing each other, shedding light on
the historical necessities as well as the conceptual issues arising out ofsocio-historical
perspectives of administrating justice in concrete situations. In other words, my
intention is to show, or at least, bring home the idea that justice presupposes a
society, and the administering justice requires one to take both the letter and the
spirit ofthe law into account. The concept ofjustice itself calls for a judgement of a
conceptual nature no less importantly than administering justice in a straightforward
manner.

Part· I
The concept social justice is a remarkably vague one.' It is difficult to give
it a precise definition. For, whatever definition we choose, it may not be difficult to
produce a counter example. Exactly, this has been the spirit ofthe observation made
by the Supreme Court in the Muir Mill Ltd. vs. Suti Mills Majdoor Union that social
justice is a very vague and indeterminate expression and no clear-cut definition can
be laid down which will cover all situations."
Besides, this concept is highly culture-relative. What is deemed social justice
in a particular social formation at a given time may not be so in another culture or in
the same culture at a different time. For instance, mutilation oflimbs for theft may
be considered social justice in a particular culture while it may be repugnant in
another. Madras High Court in Sridharan Motor Service, Attur vs. Industrial Tribunal,
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Madras, has noted this in the following words:
Concepts of social justice have varied with age and clime. What would have
appeared to be indubitable social justice to a Roman or Saxon in the days of
William the Conqueror will not be recognised as such in England today. What
may appear to be incontrovertible socialjustice to a resident of Quebec may wear
a different aspect to a resident of Peking. If it could be possible for Confucius,
Manu, Hammurabi and Solomon to meet together at a conference table I doubt
whether they would be able to evolveagreed formulaeas to what constitutes social
justice, which is a vel}' controversial field.'
However hard it may be to formulate a precise definition an attempt can be
made to understand what the meaning of social justice is. One way to say what
something is, is to say what it is about. And to know what social justice is about we
may split it into its constituents 'social' and 'justice'. 'Social' means relating to or
pertaining to the society rather than the individual. Society is a group of peop le with
common institutions and 'justin' refers to the quality of being just or fair to all the
members of the society. 4 Fairness among people as regards the possession and/or
acquisition of available resources require its equitable allocation among all the
members of society. Social justice, so interpreted, aims at the improvement ofpeop lc's
lot by avoiding imbalances- imbalances in the political, social and economic lives of
the people. These three areas are interconnected, yet there may be variations in priority
considering the particular society we have in mind. In a less economically developed
1

society food, lodging, education, employment, health etc. will come before political
rights whereas in a financially stable society which has more or less come to grips
with these problems, we may strive for ensuring social security, political right,
individual freedom, personality development and the rule of law.
In any case, however, the right ofthe underprivileged, like the aged, women,
children, lower castes, poor and the like is to get special protection of the state from
the hardship oflife. Thus unqualified equality cannot be the end of social justice. On
the other hand, there may be specially gifted persons, persons of special abilites.
Social justice does not mean that these persons of higher capabilities should be
degraded, but that all efforts must be made to upgrade the position of those who are
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But ensuring this depends on the kind of structure of society which we have
and which we envisage. That the primary subject ofsocial justice is the 'basic structure
of society' has been the view of John Rawls too. By the 'basic structure of society'
he means " ...the way in which the major social institutions distribute fundamental
rights and duties and determine the division of advantages from social co-operation".'
By 'major social institutions' Rawls understands,
...the political constitution and the principal economic and social arrangements.
Thus the legal protection of freedom of thought and liberty of conscience,
competitive markets, private property in the means of production, and the
monogamous family are examples of major social institutions. Taken together as
one scheme, the major institutions define men's rights and duties and influence
their life-prospects, ... 8

Rawls considers the 'basic structure' as 'the primary subject ofjustice' because
...this structure contains various social positions and that men born into different
positions have different expectations of life determined, in part, by the political
system as well as by economic and social circumstances. In this way the institutions
of society favor certain starting places over others. These are especially deep
inequalities...It is these inequalities, presumably inevitable in the basic structure
of any society, to which the principles of social justice must in the first instance
apply.9
According to Rawls, "The justice of a social scheme depends essentially on
how fundamental rights and duties are assigned and on the economic opporturities

and social conditions in the various sectors of society".' 0
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It is clear that. recognising rights and assigning duties are not enough. It
must be the responsibility of the state and existing law to assure the individual the
resoures ne~ed for existence and development and 'protection in case ofany violation
or encroachment onh!s rights, consistent with the unity ofthe nation and needs ofthe

society'. II
But we must keep in mind that " ... 'social justice' does not mean that reason
and fairness must always yield to the convenience of a party - a convenience of the
employee at the cost ofthe employer...Such one-sided or partial view is really next of
keen to caprice or humour'U?
Thus, it seems, social justice is not a simple concept.

Part - II
The concept ofsocial justice has engaged the attention of social philosophers
and ethicists since the classical time of Europe. But it is also no less a point to make
that no satisfactory or unanimous or exclusively decisive statement of the concept
has ever been possible. Even Plato did not succeed in doing that. The Republic
remains inconclusive, and even the Laws does not make any further progress in that
direction.'?

If one cares to look at the Indian scenario one could find another dimension
of the problem of defining the concept of justice. Any talk of justice appears to
presuppose an order, be it divine (as in the Judaic-Hebrew tradition which looks
upon God as the judge or dispensor ofjustice), or cosmic (as in the Vedic notion of
R ta), or social (as in Plato's classification ofmen into four t) pes, gold, silver bronze
and iron, each is required to perform in keeping with their nature), or scripturally
pre-ordained (as in Manu and other writers on Srn ~ iti )1~
The Hindu concept of

13-- ta

or cosmic order is theoretically inviolable.

Varu n a , who is the coustodia n ofthe order is all-seeing. Whoever dares violate
the order cannot hide or escape from Varu n a's wrath. The

Mirna ':I sakas

came up

with another version ofthe view. According to them justice is built into human actions.
As one sows, so does one reap. This is the barest statement of the thesis called the
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law of karma. Rewards and punishments are generated by the pr
There are actions that are permitted or prohibited by scriptur
permissions and prohibitions, there remains nothing to wo

ctions.
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syllogistically, and the process also is called nyaya . The aggrieved seeks nyaya or
justice, and the judge, who administers justice (nyaya vicara ) is said to incarnate
justice and is referred to as nyayamiirti . It was this tradition ofequivocating nyaya
for 'truth' and 'justice' that Gandhi looked up to. According to Gandhi's intention,
justice is based upon truth, which he defines as the unity of living beings. Whatever
or whichever action violates the unity is injustice or hirnsii . Ahimsa is therefore
the synonym of 'justice'. This has also been Gandhi's point of criticism of
utilitarianism. 16 There is much in Gandhi's critique that is supported by recent thoughts
on justice by Bernard Williams namely that utilitarianism ignores the individual.'?
Kurt Baier has argued that justice being a moral concept has ovcrridingness
in comparison to rules, law and customs. The question ofjustice is morally overriding,
even though rules and laws are intended to be abided by. It is a rule to stop when red
light shines. But should one have to rush a dying patient to hospital, the violation of
rule may be ignored by the magistrate keeping in view the morally overriding nature
of the trafficker's action."
Stuart Hampshire has raised the issue in the context of convention. John
Rawls has put forward three properties of justice, rationality, a claim to universal
acceptance and naturalness. The rationally preferred idea of justice is said to be
independent of the variety of interests and sentiments which distinguish individuals
from each other. Hampshire raises the issue of relationship ofjustice to convention.
He argues that morality must not be separated from canons of practical reasoning
and of prudence, from the rational foundation of law and justice on the one side, so
it cannot be separated from social manners and custom and habits of thought and
speech and the distinctive elements ofa culture on the other side. Just as any natural
language has to satisfy the common requirements oflanguage as such, being a means
of communication, so on the other side a language has to develop in history and over
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a period of time, its own distinguishing form and vocabulary, ifit is to have

any hold

on men's imagination and memory. A language distinguishes a particular people

with a particular shared history and with a particular set of shared associations and
with largely unconscious memories, preserved in metaphor that are embedded in the
vocabulary. So also, says Hampshire, with some parts of morality and justice, for
example, the prohibitions and prescriptions that govern sexual morality and family
relationships and duties of friendship.'?
Justice, then has two faces, one the law-like and rational, the other the
language-like and imaginative. At all times there has to be a sexual morality which is
recognised,but it does not have to be the same sexual morality with the same restraints
and prescriptions. There is no ideal, classical and timeless law to tell how one should
marry or how one should speak to his children or educate them. The half point of
justice is the law, the other half is concerned with situations, individuals with their
history, ideals, cultural background and aspirations. The one without the other is
justice halved.
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'.:I) ~\SfI~lRJ<lS -.2l'6I>t~'{j : ~ '1~ -2l'6I>t\:5tXl ~ \5l'i'='C;q~ "Itt~ "Itt~ ~
~~ ~~ '1C'rt ~ frm9f'i.1' \5l <l~1C"'1 ~ t~ \5lNse3\:5I~ ~ ~-~ 'i~ liifil<lll C<ll
~'t ~ ~ ~ \5!1.ltf9t \5lNJ;q&(~<;1NJ<ll\:5t?l ~">j~ t~ ~1~ om ~~

'f..f.1lt~~~ <l~\:51<lllCC'j (~",o~)~'1~ ~~'OII~~~Ii$f"-:> (~"'~ 8)~~~
fuJI~r~ff~~ \5lNJ<l&(~">j~t~~~fuj~~ '3~~~~~
\5ltCC'\tc<li M<HlIi"1'11~ ~ <llC~C~ill ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;qiti~<ll?l't '3~

~~'t~~<llC?lC~<11~~~~RC;qbiltfl~~~~
~ >jQr{j~t~ I51'mlI \5l"'1J~IC<l '1C'\t-mJ, ~~(\5~~ H~'6IC;q <m~~
I

fuj~~\5l1CC'\tC<ll\5~"5lf~~~>tRi'~\:51~~ I~~ 9f<trn.:£:l'6I>j~C<ll~

~~~~~~I
~\5lI~~~Ii$f"-:>-<!l\5lt~IO'l~~'1'l\'5.:£:lt!\5;q~~t~~~~~
<l'11~<ll~C·Bf~~~·I"~~,~~~~~~~~~~
\5~">j~ ~ 9\R1 bttal\:5 ~ It<l"R~ '\5Ittt;1 t~ ~ ~ t<t ~ ~t;1~ fui, ~

~'1~ ~ I t<t t<I\R ~ ~ \5l1}jititil ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ <i~(
frm~ '5l1~itiICil~ 9\t~ ~ ~ ~ vrn l.2lt!\5;qtq) ">j~ ~ 9\R1bIM'3 ~
HRb(Mlq\5~">j~{1<ltC'1~ ~'if~ I~~">j~

'{3 ~-\5l!\5<l~~t'«<lS

Cb\:5"1IC<lS ~ ~ ~ .2l'61>j\:51~<ll '1iti~<ll~'t\5~ "5lf~~ ~~'t~ ~

<ll~C~ill <liti~<ll~'t ~~~~~~~~ ~~~om-<!l~~

">j~t~ Cb\:5"11C<ll~~ 9ft@ l'¢lf~~ ~~'t">j~~f.ro~~\5~
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~~~

~~~~ 2ff5\5l1~IC1~ ~~ C~@~':) m 1~\5lBT {jIG~IRg~~ PFH:l(N;~
~9Gf1l1~~ f<1<lOO'i5[(~Qft~ ~<jl@ I~~~~, ffi~ <mf
\blt~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ f<j'&IRI''5~'1 <f.C~C'tI::"1I~\5~~~l'&<1<1\?ii,
~'t<lR~ ~9j~<1Jf%;~ ~~ .~\5"8f <uPm <f.('~C'i>,'lI.!1~ 11.!1~ ?f<f'tvl>f.cRc<t
~~~~1SP1<1101~ If'<f.rj~J=llvPut~ <f.Cl1C'tI::"11
8)~~~~$..2j~1~~'!,j :~-~<1~<f.~cr\5qy~~'i'jr;;<f.$i·2&Fm\5H~1U111

~'>j<{~<1\01~~mm~~~<ffiRI~I5fol'5'\r1Tt~~,I.!1~
~ ~ ~ '8 ~~'5'\8ro, 1.!1~ \5If~~~ >f~ ~cr ~ ~ ~ I
~ ~\ii(C<f. fb~~ <l'@ ~ I \blC+:jltll.!1~·~ ~ ~ ~\';)I>j\5(Xj~ >f~ 'l~"
~'Wi ~~~?Z~ 1~~~BPfl~<ji~-cxt<l. ~-~'i1~' 1.!1~
1.!1<ji~~~~Ir;;!11~~lUl!l'l~PF'l~<.Q~m~MC~C'tI::"1~\51T"11C1~
\51;p1if\l"1C<f. J11~<ji@ ~~ \5l1'1101~ ~\51fi6ffi\5111 \51IM"l'&~ ~-~~W"@ VTC\5
~ 11.!1~ ~(T<1~F~'i1~~ ~ ~ ~~n~"~9fcr

<f@

I ~~, 1.!1~ ~-~* \511'110111

~9fG!'if.~~~~~'i'j~Vl~~9f~,~<ff~~~

11.!1~~'i'j~~

f<rc~crw~~'i'j~,~-NffilU'l~ ~'i'j~ I

~"f\5 2l<fit.et <t-~ Vl ~~ \5l1.J1~IC"111 -cxt<l

9ffu ~-~~ ~

~~9f'l <mf ~ ~~ \5lRil<11ot~ (Existentialism)"Mc<t- ~ I~ \5lf~'i'jN><f.~ t~
~'\;~"l'&~ ~'i\C\500 1.!1~ 11.!1~1TJ <£p1~~~ ~~ 1.!1"R~ ~
~ <f.C~C'tI::"l ~~ J=fl~C:;\5\5lRB<11%1~ ~ <m1 ~ I' ~ 1.!1~ ~ ~~
9f<frcG1I(Ml~VWlttm fbI., ;!Jlf~~$I>i~C~~ \5f<P{R\;~~~~ I~, 1.!1~

~ \5l~~11;1 \5l!CGi!C<Jl ~~~'iffl $IJl"5~~ ~T~19fQJC<f.~~ <f.C~C'tI::"1II.!1~
~<rr-m9fq~Q'~~R>83[C"H~*IQJC<f.,·;'f@~~~~~~\5l·1:':;'C<111
~-~'i'jC"5 W"@m 1.!1<f' ~ '\5lf~~ f<j.q~ ~--m~ffi.et<t-\51 (Functioning

intentionality)- ~1:fl~~~-~'i1\5~\5lq~<f.G 1~~~I.!1~,,~T<1~-~'i1~\;<f.'G ,<->ile{
\5Ifl%11~ ~1>j~C-q~ 9jRl>jC~ 111l~ ~'1 <l\C~c'tI::<i \""
~\5Vi~(Xj?l ~ f<rc~'G3 \5l"<ffi9f<f. R;lC~:'±Htq ~ ~ 1.!1'f. ~~

~ <rre 'f.c~c'tI::"1 Vl~>f{;j~ ~~9f1'!3'?liC9f~'f~qy~;rn, 1.!1 ~'"G1
\5l1\b>j l1q)<f.l1cr Il.!1m9f NC<1(j"1t~ ':l~f0f.rc(r ~~ft~9f'l ~ ~~ 1.!1~ ~ -21'~~,

~ ~~'f.i(q ~ 2f<lltf~ <f.UJ<f.fG ~ ~~ ~<1BlBP1~U~.2l'f5~;rn I
~f<Wiro\Q~~,~,~,~-#~~~~~«~

~l1J~~m~~~~~~~\5l~~~ I
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~: '~'i'@.l"1I"f', ~~' <n '\5if~~~' \Sl ~~~ $1j'j\6(jJ~

~~~m~~~-f.lt~,~-a;'lfJ,~"lJ\6~~~~~
~o:n I

~:~. ~ ~ (conversion) <tt~9f~~CffA1C~I'1\?)l~tb~\'I5I<t<ilC<ll

<m~~ ~~ ~t~I"1IR<fl\6I"~ ~ ~1.f~or~Pllm~ o:n I
~tm9f<li ~~~ "f"R-~ ~ ~ \5l"iHI<ll4'61t<1 ~ Cl>C{jC~;j g
~)Yt,..\T~-~~OO :~~

~)~~oo-~~~~ :~~~%1~
~)~~~~-~~~\T:~~~-~
8) ~~~\T-~~~~ :\5l<P'\~<IlI~<i~~9f<ful

~ ':{Rt'6tC"1~ ~Cf~tm9f<li Qll~Rg~ ~~~\r;'If.9ff<r<.rnCf ~ \Sl~g

~ 9\<ful :\3ltt~~~ ~ \T\T~ ~~f<P·jf<l~t<.'C{j Vlt'itVR ~~tC"if~
~~ 'ifC<1<lert~~mI ~ ~oo ~ ~~ <plfGc~Ct?Z'"1 I <.S~ j'j}Oj{j<!lH1 ~
~~ f.k~l'e''6It<1~~9fO{~9f® :
~ \T~-\Tq

~~~jf\. 4Jrn ~crrn )j'i\2IRi<ll~~~

'i1mcn~~1
'i1mcn~

JiC5\ }j5\N>~ 4"i'&'5~<tt0't~~~~

fira'Plllfi\5l~~~$~ ~~~~'G~;
,?;1!l\'iS1C~Bl Ca,<Il5HPl~lij~Ia,C'S131 \5llt~ ~
?l~CG1tb-'1t (~?l~CG11b-'1t~.2t<rr:~~PWfJ~~>tte~~

9j~"1®'<f'I(ftj~~ ~ 9fl'8m<rm I\Sl~f5R
$~ ~~( ~Cffl\Sl<t~ ~~9f':{1~ 'lt~
9fl~~)1
~ ~~~ ~~ 9fR1<1lWH, <.!l<f~ 9fG ~ ~
(~<.!l~ "<fl1\\f.iIGi ~'~ \5l1CiijltHI ~

Cl>C~Wi:@1~ l~ 9fUlf5R~ 9fi@"iVr51t«eti11~
9fiff!t;f''1\5 '<f.If\5''ilCi ~'~~ ~~ ~ 9fi@ ;rr I

~~<.!l~ ~~'it~)1
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~) t~t$19\<ffu : ~ ~ ~o ~ ~~'iitfU\C'ij[r1~ I~ 9f<finr ~~'6111'hl(i1~
¥1<[cft'"lc<1lI!l~~~9R<flm~ 9\t@ :
~ C;lOO-O~

"l"'11(il~~1O't~ ~Ol (~"l;jI(il~~lq~'1% <tU'1ffi:CC'H ~~
WC"ffi >i"lICft1lb"'1l~ $iC<1";rn, ~~ vq!G1'S1t"C"'1"t I!l<l~ CCi[GCG1~
,
$TC<l~~ ~-~V19jRl~~(jj~ ~~

~ ~wct I!l~i@t) I
2lt~~-~~~,m-~\5rn-2l~ ~'f(~1
'G ~~m<fl'!1't~~IR~m I

~~ ~~, ~~!(-~OjC~%C$W'[-I!l~
c:;,

~

/

I!l""~1'6"l~~ ~ I
~

C;lO'\-Olr

'C()\5~BrR~~\5~ 'C"'1IC$Jlf>1>j-"C"'1trnolt'~ ~~

f.rsTI9f't, ~~ ~~ <m~, "1"'1~IRi¥ m~ I!l<l~

~l%f1~~"fC~ '1~'t, ~f.ro~'Olf~~
~~'tt~'1
~t'34JM><fl~ I f<r<rn<Ii 15l1Jiitil"'1 I
'>:l)~~~9-9\<fur::~~lC,;ft~ ~C;l~~~ I ~C;l~lr~mf5Rl!l~
9\~C$JC~"l1 ~ >i"l$J<fllC"1-2l'61>i~~ <flC3l<flf(; ~~~"f5R ~~ I ~'5fft'>Bf

~~r~r~~~~lRl!j)tc~~~~~~ 11!l~~9J.C<f~IR~~I5l'01.'ffiJi1~
\5ltl:m~~~~1
~ C;l~~~lr
>i1"lrn<fl\51 \5~ ~Nl~f>1¥\5I~ >i"1>iJIc<1l~~~ -2l161>i~(Xj~
~~~'t, ~l%f1~ -2l~t>i\5~C<fl~~~ I!l<l~ ~ ~
"l"'1l't\5t~15~\5¥~'t, ~l'3<fjfu<fl\5t~ ~ ~~ ~'r.R,

'Olf~~ ~"lICtll~~, ~-~~ ~'tt ~ I
8) I5l<Pl~<flI~"4 ~~ ~ : ~-;ff<r1R'tJ1Ci$l I'«<f. ~ ~'r'1 ~ ~ f5R

~ ~~\512f~<f@Ol1 ~ 15l1JiitilCfi'!1 ~I;{f Nrn ~l%11~ ~l6t>i\5~c<1l \5ltCCit$I ~

<flm OO<f@Ol! ~<fi@ ~I~ ~ ~ ~~f<l<rn~ I!l~::
~ ~ ~lr-~C;l

Ji"lJi l"lrn<fl'<fliCC1~rM~"R \5~ ~\~1?5~P'l~ ~ W'$I'6t'1"'1I,

~-~'if~ ~~~~I~~ 9f~f.'wf..t,~~C>i'!1
~<uMJl~1

~~ 15l1CCilb"l1 I~ I!lm~~vr~t'1' ~~I~~~~~m

~~I~~<fl~~~"l~~OOI~~-oom~ffi,~<flC~C~"i
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~faf~~\5li.>j~l'i~ I~~~~~~$~~f.l~ I
~~' (perpetual beginning) -;,Q~t:<l~~~~~~~

~~~~~9J.'1~<:[~(~~I~~~~~~I~
~~~~ ~t'S1I<l\~<fl\51 \5~ ~~ I ~\5ltm9f<li OlI~Rg'S1 ~~~~~
~9ftfu,-2l\S1>j\51R!<fl "1~:tl<fl'S1cr ~'¢lIM~l'S1 (~l\loa:) "1JN><:i1t<fl~~ M"1-&<i'S1
~""1'¥~~~~"R I)O~>j~P'(Jlt<fl~,\5BP1~~~~fb~I~I"1<iIi'l

~~~I

~. G1f@r<flJIG1~~t'SPf;~-;,Q~f%01!'l~~~ ~l\lo~ ~ I~~~~~~~

'Phenomenology' ~..2!~ ..2!v.ll';r<flBl"<i"~I~ ~~~~ ~<i'&'Qt<fl~
~~MC"1I)'it~I~l\l~~~~t:<l~~~cr~~~
~~~~~~~ I~ :~.~~-ca'f~G1f@i<flJIG1~~C\S~C~(~,
~l\lC\.o) ~: ~~~-~~ I

~. ~~~~f'C1Ci'lI'iIC~~~ ~ ~ <flCi'lC~<i : l<fl- ~, <r<fl-~ ~~~ l<fl-~ I ~~m
<:[~\5lIl:~~I'Sl-~, \5ltl:1%~I'Sl-~~\5l~~~I'Sl-',:)~~~<tim~ I

~. ~:~.~"'i.~(~.) :~~~~~G1f@i<flJIG1l:~C\SPf;C~(~.
t:l~\~~, ~l\lC\.C\.)-;,Q ~~ ~~ ~~>j~tCG11b'il ~ '\s: \ ~WG1>jW ~

~~',~:Ib-~~
8.

~ :~. ~. <flC<flG1~JI"i>j ~ I.!l ~l:~clll5l<fl>1"l~~cifiC"IC~C"IG1m, (~
~t:l\SIPiT&~, ~ l\l~C\.) ~-~

a:. ~~ ~~ ~~'>IJ :"Since itisepistemologically ofuniqueimportance

that we should separate the purely descriptive examination ofthe knowledge
experience, disembarrassed ofall theoretical psychological interests, fromthe
truly psychological researches directed to 'empirical explanation and origin, it
will be good if we rather speak of 'phenomenology' than of descriptive
psychology." G1f@i<flJIG1l:~c~f'l;t:5t'Ii-~I{f, ~-~~~
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~.

m

:I!l<f. <fi1~CJt~ ~\5l~~~IIST-~ (~~(f, ~ ~Wl), 9f1U-~, DJT9Urn-~ I

7 .WfJ.qJJ IQ>f~f}tJt~ ~-~'i\~~ ~f'i'(@

'Exiztenz', 'den menschilchen

Dasein', 'Subjective-relative'~ ~ <{r~8r<f.Gl~~fc'!~~'1\5: \5lRt<1~?ll
~ <liUR" ~ I ~ : ~ <lint ~ 'U 1Q>1~~Jt~~9frnt;T :.jtt~I~Jt.

~'JiI"it:.j.R\s4;Ia'1 C~t"ilt~t"iIC1~ (~('{3~~, ~~'\o) 'f3t(<j~)
~~,1,18

I

~. ~ :<uf~rflP<t \!1<i~ ~~fIr~ (\!1~) t<lS~9'Sf~C~~ ~ (c<f."lQGt

~R'5IRro~, ~~~1)~$ "fJ~9fD:r'G~<e~ ~', ~-8~
\
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PANCAPADIKAVIV
(VamakaI)
•
Textwithtranslation andexposition inBengali
AMARNATH BHATTACHARYA

~~~~~~~~cn~~~~~"f.cful%
- '~~~'~'~ ~CWf~N>~~ C~I<f.<1J<1~~;"~\5l<lq
'~~;~'1t{jft'41<f.'=lM\1J\.2!f5~~~'6lI~'6JC~"~\5WlJ'f?fffi~,

~Wm;~~Q[i~-2f~'f~~~9flq{j®~ 1\5J:[ '~~ C~1<1'1J1~?l
"~\5l<lm~; ''lctt@Uoo~~~~~'\~\SC~'f~l1R\51

(~\5l<lJ~~~)~-.!1~~ ~~~ (~)~~
~~(ffi!@?l)Wm'8~~~'5I<U')jQl~~~9f<U~9f'1!9fIq)~~~C~"1
-

,~~ <ffij''f~ (\5lQ[i~ "5lel(;Hl)~"<ll~~4J (-.!1~\~~~9f

~)~~ml5l~qc<lIClrf~(Vr~iC"Rl"~~'8~I5l~qe:31"'l~,.!te:3HC11~?l
~)~~~<llm ~~C\5~(\51Q[i~ ~~9fH~q<1tC<1'J'il f<rorn ~~" I!l~ .
/
'"'
~~ ''"min
~
~"~...,, .~~
\gr<iP'l'11C~~ ~ "'l<j<.jl"l~ '<.'<.~I ~.... ~ '8 '5P'lT~ :·I~I"'I"'IJ ~ l<j"l~ '<.~)II'1 ~ "''<. "'lll"l,

~~,~9f~CC1I<f.<1J1~"~~ffi\5l<lJ~(~~f<r<rnI!l~~~~~
<f.R1~C~ \ '~ ~~ fft11<f.1J<l$l" -.!1~ \gt<1J1~~ '~~ I!l~~ -2lUl1iSl"'l«il ~9ftq;l
<f.R1C~C~" I!l~ ~ cWf.t) ~ ~~ I
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~OO'1<f.rn ~~ 9f'il9ftlWf.~'i<ffi!rnt~l:Ul>j~\C<U~~~9f9ft'M

<f.f1{1\('~'lI~~"! '~'1>j!~~\~~9fN'1:~~" ~~( :J~I ~~)I5l<lWf
'1. e,~,~~~) INR~

~~~<p8~tc~'l (~:~~~, Y"!~,

'~~i3-:n~~t>jt"(~/~/~)I!)~~~~<pf1mC~'lI~9fr'rf.~~

~~~~9frn~9j~~q.:~IC<pJ~ f<fDm'¢!<MJ ffl-~ ~~~I5l~I~
~~~~I5lf-~ i3-:n~tC"l~~mll\\&~~ ~ ~ 1~~~l:Ul>jM~?1<tl
- 1!)<T~~~~\5l~I"1{C1<tl~~;n ~~<1Jfu ~ 61t~<1rn~~~~~

;n I ~~ ~\e3IC"'l~ <j'(G'f ~~ \5l1<1~R ~ ~~ ~tt>iC'.:)C~ I!)<T~ 15l~ ~
~~'r~~-~ \'.lfGc~c~~;n~ ~'~~~~w;n II!)~
'6t~<tlt~ xt~ >[1£l118\5 ~15l~~101>j~IC~ ~~9f9ftVR <jlffi?11C~"1 I~~ >r.Q1f8~

15l~~~J\5ltCC1lfB\5~~~~J'~~W

I

~ <r~ \!l~ t<l,t<l ~ ~~ ~ fu1l, ~, ~ '8 '5lf~ I!)?z
~\5l"i<1C~~~~~I\5l"i<K~~~~~

1~~~lq"1~IGaR

'8 ~~<rrn'1'1
~~ ~~'I!)~~<l"1~I~t<1
~'... I!)~ R<H1~HC<tl, ~'... I!)~
"'{·I ....... -It
...

.2!C?1\iSl<1C<tl, ~~' \!l~ '5lf~R"C<l' I!)<T~ ~~ ll~~~' \!l~9f ~~ ~lff

J1t<l">j'li~'G3t<1C<tl'5lt~~ 1~~"!~\5l'i<1~~~~;n~<m~'i('i~

~<iiBrni ~ I ~ ~ \5l"i<1if1&~'iC{J~ ~;n ~ ~ ~ ~
~1R3~;n 1~~t-::lI~I~t4i <1!&mtCYi:'l ">j«jO(J<1 ~~~'tf<ffi9\~~ 1<n<I~
~~~~~~~II~~~e3l~>j~~~~~~~I~~
~~~~~~:" (~:~p.~.~."C:fl.<n.~~~e,) II
~.r<f.8l'~ ~~~~ "5[~'~~ C<1qtc~~ '5lf~ '{3 '\51\5:'

m

~ v.rtm ~ ~~31\C~'l'1
~ 9frll'~ 9fI1-W Wrn '{3 ~ \!l~ ~ 1l~
~~'i~~~~I~9f'il~~,C<1qtc~~OO'{3~~~
"\5l1N9fC'Ii5J I ~~~~~~J~9f~ <tl8{J\c~'lIWrn '{3 ~1~fOr"11all?l(Xij?l
<lim"! \!l"'~ ~~ ~ w4t~ I m<tll<tlt~?1 ~, '~~ cajl<p<lJ<1~?1 :" ~

m

~"1"t~~J~'{3 ~ ~9ftVR <tl8c~c~ I~ \!l~~~~~~OO'{3

:!1c{Jter(;1~ ~9ff"f<li ~ \?Q.f1f9r '~~:~cmr,,~,*<u~~ ~~

~fu1l'{3 -2l8l1'8t(;1?1 ~~~ l~tliiRPft'If~;n ~ ~ ~~,~
~~~~~ ~~"<Iart~ I ~~\<tll~ ~~~~rn~
~9f9ft~f;r<jifu(i5.2lf<3 ~~lC~ 1~~~~9ffR~~ftf.t '~~ cajl<tl<IJ<1~~:"
~~~'~~'~~;nft, '~~Cci1I<tl<1J<1~~:" ~<1~\5~I~)j',
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~~9f~<f.8mC~<iI~~'1r-i~J'~'~~'~~9f~\~~1;r>f
1:l'Q!tl"'l"<l-~OO~~9f'5jf-~~<t-B1ilIC~<i(9J.~8,~9f~;:PI~,<t-M<f.l~t
,)~~~)I

\6rt':lI:l~'if'l~,~'8~~C<1qIC\6~~~OO~~~~<n<1~1M
~ .~. \~'?zf<r'rn '8 ~,~ ~~J~9f~<r-m~~ <tt'f?ml't
~'-~~~<t-Ri~l~<iI.2l~~VJ~~'~~~'>flMbl~~"
~ ~ :=t~~ ~ <IN <1"ifi ~~ <n '6lG3\";1"1<t- ~ I ~ <t1 ~?! '6l'& :<f.?!~ ~~
~~~~ "1ii1R'9:l%~9f {Jjt'-r-"1tc~~~9frn 1<1"ifi<t1~~VJ~l1W1<n~QJJ1~rn~
"iOEt~<1Jj%.?!~~~~;rtl:Z~~<fV'1~~~~I~~"1lf\H1l%$1i9f
~ (f61~Wil'-~ M<lP-r-I:l~~~$ I~~f<rr.ro ~~~~
~ I '~"~I:lJ\M "l~<ltC<f.J~'8 SC"~~m~I~', ~<nwt~~

-s ~~'~<rt6Jt~~<t1~ 1~'f.fG<t1rn)j~I"'ll1~~i'6'~~~~'6lC~qtij$l~ I
~'if't'8~, ~~<(Jl\~C~ql~Ri,&)j~C'f11~1!~9J:r:' ~~~~;wmQ@ <n .2l~~IMd%oi\$'
~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ <1)'511:l \5I<1J Vf.R ~ ~ ~I ~~ ~ ~~<llcAsJ

-m m

"1~I"'lf<l~~i'6' 'wsl: -e ~~' ~~ ~~
I
~ ~ <rt6Jt~'6l'&:<f.?!~
~H?:bl:l"'lJ ~~~ ~~' ~ <nwt(~~ )j!R;i(Jj\!)<ll I ~~ <nw1CQ@"fC~~"5firn
~~I~~'51~~cmPllS:jJDl ~~ <rt6Jt(~'6l\6g~'t ~~~ ~~'~
<rt6Jt(~~C-.=l'6lG31"'lC<f.~~~~~~W~ 1~~(;bl:l"'lJ~1
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~~ - '~~ ~~ ~~~t'?1Gt~ 1~"1Jl0ffi'&i83r-Nil~ ~~" I~Qjj~~~ ~\"l1:l0"I"lJ
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;ro, ~\5t ,.R5fb# lIIf.i, ~ $5JlJIiealOi 11!ll.~~· ~~~JI>teal.,c<Il~

~ ~~~ 9f'1fi I ';Pl~*,"'{:IEi\<li$~('>t~*'"t~ijfou;ro 1~~*,"IMrOU~{:I ~~
'>ttlU I',.R5fb#ea 100~' ~ 1.Q<1~ ~~'i\' !I\3JlJIieatOi Icnmcnm ~R5fbq lIIf.i '5Im '>t~*,"1 {:I EiOU
~;n I ~ J!lGJlJIieal., "'l{R5fb# ~ ~<1~ \5t '>t~*,"I{:lijfOU ~ I ~t~<ll'll~ 'i5tt~ ~ 
~~~~~fbq~~~~~(*'"t~etou~;n I~~~
c<Ill"llca~ >t~*,"l{:1etOU ~O@{;n I

~eu ~ \5l'tqGllG ~9\~ "9MJ ~J1R5<11'fl~ ~ ~

\5l"flIOiltt\:) ~ ~ I~'IIN ~ \5l"3:!I.,tt vn9ftf~ C~'4I\5IC>t ~\5l~~ W \5lOJ:llC;;{:I

~ ~~>tffl~()jtlllijfOU~'~9fM~ I~ ~'>ttttmPl~<m~I.Q<1t~~~~
~9fM I \5l0U\5tc<1 ~oca;, ~~'>ttC~ <1Jt9\<li~ 1.Q<1~ ~~~9f<li~ \!llc<1i~~
<1cai l~cmPIN,W\5l"3:!ICOi ~U>tm~()jlJlerOU~' ~~'>ttC~<1Jt9\<li'6 ~

~<1Jt9\J~I~J!lGJlJIiealt.,~~~I~~~~'$~~>t~~()jllllet~~I~

W, 9fV ~ -2lGJ'lil'eatC"i '>t~*,"I{:IGfOU~~

~ ~ '6 ~{l>tm~()jtJlEiOiJ~ ~ <1cai

~~P1m~()jtlll'8T"'lJ~t~ '>t~*'"t~'8TOiJ~I\5\C<1~ <lJI9\<Ii ~ ~ I ~ 9f'fIi ~~Jt>teaICOi
,.R5fb#QI"'l~ ~ ~~{l>tf#~('fou~ ~ \<fiRf'f~'IIN, ~S:tJlO,~niIR~~>tf#~C(~
~ ~~~ ~;n 1\51 \5lPt'1Jl1:l~, ~:<li~~

om I ~

9f"C'llS ~ ~

~U>tm~()jl111EiOU~ ott ~\5t~ <1Jt9\<li 1~~'>ttC~ <m9\<li '6 ~~
<lJI9jJ~m ~{l>tf:l~(~IJlet"'lJ~' ~I.Q~~~ 1~~9fM~W\5lo:l:ll.,m
<m~ C~I\SIC>t~ - ~~Wimrc'1rn~ I

I.Q~~ ~~ ~~, ~8t{l>tf#~(~llllerOU~' ~~~;rn.~
\5t'>ttC~<m9\<li~ 1~,~,~tf~~'>t~t~'8TOUC':l~~~\5l~

'6~~~U>tm41()jl111erOU;rn 11£l~~~eu <reaR, \5l"ffilR5 ~~'>t~'5t'I~etOU I
\5loffilR5~_>t~'5t't~'8TOU,~~~~'5t'I~etOUI.Q~~tf~'>t~'5t'l~etOU~m

~~'>t~'5t'\~'8TOU~~~~'>t~*,"I{:l'8T"'lJ~~ 1~~'ff~~\5l"3:!IC"'l~
~~~~I
(~:)

). \S1~&l@(~'fJ :~~~~

~. f<l~'&l~i :~
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